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Introluction

The 1996 pamphlet of Kathmandu's Mental Health Project asserts that:

there are between 200,000 and 300,000 people in Nepal with severe mental illness who
need immediate care. Besides that there are millions of people in the country with some
kind of mental disorder. However, there are less than sixteen psychiatrists, and there are
less than seventy-five hospital beds for mentally ill patients in the country.

The Mental Health Project, an organization based in Western psychiatry, was founded on the

assumption that mental health care is lacking and overlooked in Nepal. As Chandrakala Sharma

(pers. comm, Ill27l97) explains, "accessibility to health services is hard in Nepal, a land-locked,

mountainous land." Although this statement is true from a'Western medical perspective, it may or

may not be true from locals' perspective, depending on their beliefs, needs, awareness, knowledge

of resources, location, profession, and social standing. In addition, "it is well known that central

Asian and V/estern assessments are worlds apatt," especially when it comes to such fluid terms as

normal and abnormal which form the backbone for determinations of mental health (Burang, 1983,

p.106). There is, in fact, a rich traditional healing system that includes mental health care in Nepal,

particularly in the Tibetan Buddhist community. I

Tibetans view the mind in a different way than Westerners do. The foundation of Tibetan

medicine is the Buddhist view of the body and mind, which maintains that they are not separate or

l. In order to study mental illness and care among Tibetans, one must realize that it is impossible
to study Tibetan views and traditions concerning mental illness and health care as separate from the
assumptions, worldview, and care present in the adoptive community. Tibetans have been exiled
from their country and have incorporated themselves into other communities, primarily in Nepal
and India. As a result, the delineations between Tibetan and Nepalese (or Indian) perspectives are
not always clear or useful (since Tibetans who live in Nepal will consider themselves Nepalese as
well). Although the focus of this paper is on Tibetan views and traditions, the boundaries between
Nepalese and Tibetan medical practices are treated as rather fluid in certain cases.



distinct. "Mind and body form an integrated unit; health exists when they are in harmony and

balance, while illness results when stress and conflict disrupt the balance" (Rapgay, 1988, p.49).

The mind is not merely the product of the brain and yet, the body and the mind are not separate

either. As a result, it is difficult in "Tibetan medicine to demarcate what is specifically psychiatric

from what is not" (Burang, 1983, p.95). Treatment of disorders, physical and mental, is based on

knowledge of cause and on beliefs in the connection between behavior, emotions, and the

neurophysiological functions of the patient (Rapgay, 1988, p.49-50). There are also no particular

specialists for psychological disorders in Tibetan medicine. Medical practitioners are trained to

recognize and treat mental disorders as well as physical ones. There is no distinct class of

specialists in the treatment of psychopathology (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.68). Lamas,

healers, and doctors treat both physical and mental diseases.

Nevertheless, despite a different definition of what constitutes mental health, "the

distribution of mental illness among Nepalis is the same as that found in W'estern countries"

(Perlia, 1992, p.1). V/hen defined according to 'Western terms, one finds the same types of mental

illness as in the West. According to Nord (1995, p.2l-25), epilepsy, hysteria, anxiety disorders,

depression, psychosis (including acute cases, chronic cases/schizophrenia, and recurrent cases/

bipolar disorder), mental retardation, alcohol abuse, and illness due to sexual worries or problems

are common.

The manifestations of mental illness are still culturally bound, however. There is a lot of

religious and cultural content in mentally disturbed individuals' expression, according to Dr.

Mahendra Nepal (pers. comm, lll30l97). Possession by demons and spirits is common.

Hysterical and psychotic disorders display in culturally appropriate ways. Furthermore, Dr. Nepal

states that disorders such as eating disorders, which he qualifies as a'Western phenomenon, are not

seen. The knowledge of behavior dissenting from cultural norms is tacitly learned. As a result,

there are culturally appropriate patterns of mental illness, both because the mentally ill model their

behavior on the actions of others who are ill and because "mental illnesses are a form of
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communication" (Kohrt, 1996, p.25).

Diagnosis is also culturally bound. In Nepal, epilepsy and mental retardation are often seen

as mental illnesses because "[V/estern] psychiatrists are often the only people trained in neurology"

(Nord, 1995, p.19). A problem such as alcoholism, which would be considered a social ill rather

than a mental illness in the West, is addressed by doctors in the context of mental illness because

its incidence is very high and because it is not recognized by commoners as a problem requiring

treatment. Dr. Nepal (pers. comm, lll30/97) also says that there seem to be fewer marital

problems than in the West, although he suggests that they do occur but are not reported. Sadly,

mental illness in children is not recognized at all.

Although "a majority of people in Nepal have never heard the term 'mental illness"'-

answering with confusion or denial when asked about its occurrence- there is an immediate

recognitions when it does occur (Nord, 1995, p.1). Certain individuals interviewed needed the

term 'mental illness' defined for them, but once they understood it, they could give multiple

examples of people they would consider mentally ill. Kohrt (1996, p.24) describes such as

situation: "the villagers thought [Ram Bakas] was mad. They needed no blood tests, no EEGs or

CAT scans, no note from the doctor and definitely no psychoanalysis. Ram Bakas spoke in the

indigenous dialect of insanity." There is a concept of mental illness in Nepal. It simply differs

from the Western definitions and is less openly spoken about.

Iî6etøn lV[elicín¿ - Oaeraieu of cøuses ønl treøtm¿nt

Tibetan psychiatry and Tibetan medicine are based on ancient Buddhist texts, theories,

teachings, and traditions of healing. In fact, the Gyu-zhi (four Tantras) form "the world's oldest

written and complete system of medical psychiatry" (Clifford, 1984, p.l7l). Nevertheless, the

Tibetan medical texts and teachings are presented in a multitude of ways. Every Tibetan lama,

doctor, or healer will explain the information in a slightly different manner.

Despite the different ways of presenting it, the Tibetan medical system is fundamentally
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rooted in a holistic theory which begins with the assumption that "health is the proper relationship

between the microcosm which is man, and the macrocosm, which is the universe. Disease is the

disruption of the relationship" (Rapgay, 1988, p.1). This disruption is traditionally described in

terms of the "impediment to the flow of vital energy to the body"-- an idea which arises from the

Buddhist perspective (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.66).

Tibetan medicine ultimately gives one cause, one diagnosis, and one course of treatment to

all diseases - physical and mental. "There is but one cause for all illness, and this is ignorance due

to not understanding the meaning of identitylessness" (Clifford, 1984, p.6). In this sense, we are

all diseased simply by taking birth and remaining bound by samsara (the endless cycle of death and

rebirth). The only cure is enlightenment and the necessary course of treatment is following the

Dhnrmn.

On a relative plane, illness is said to be caused by lack of harmony within the microcosm
or between it and the universe; this includes all the short term causes of disease. But on the
absolute plane, illness is understood to be caused by the disharmony originating from the
fundamental delusion of duality and ego's self-existence. So while the relative goal of
Tibetan medicine is to prevent and cure illness, its ultimate goal is the final cure of all
suffering : enlightenment (Clifford, 1984, p.7-8).

Buddhist teaching is aimed at preventing suffering by leading to enlightenment. Since, the mind is

the basis for all phenomena in Buddhism, the mind creates all matter, illness, and health. Buddhist

medicine is, therefore, psychosomatically based.

According to Buddhism, our basic delusion gives rise to the three obscurations of mind:

attachment or craving, anger or hatred, and ignorance. In turn, these three mental poisons give rise

to the three humors (nyes-pø): rlung (air), mkhrispa (bile), and Badkan (phlegm). It is these three

humors, literally "defects, faults, or forms of punishment," which maintain health if they are kept

in balance (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.69).

Thus, on the absolute level, illness is due to ignorance. On a relative level, however,

illness is due to a disruption in the mind-body balance, precipitated by causes such as

unwholesome diet, improper lifestyle, seasonal variations, and evil spirits (Men-Tsee-Khang,
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1995, p.10). V/hen nyes-pa are disturbed, the bodily processes most characteristic of that nyes-pa

reflect the imbalance (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.70).

The humors (nyes-pa) are said to circulate in psychic channels (tsas) throughout the subtle

body. The subtle body of the tantric system is connected, but not identical to the physical body (in

contrast to the veins and "channels" of the physical body in Western medicine). There are three

main channels: the central vein, the right channel, and the left channel. "These pathways make up

a kind of psychic nervous system whose anatomy is well known to all practitioners of tantric

meditation" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.67). The movement of energy within the channels is

due to rlung or wind. Thus, the body depends on the psychic channels which depend on rlung

(psychic air or force) which depends on mind. "The psychic force controls everything" (Clifford,

1984, p.68). As a result, on the relative level, wind is the cause of all ailments (as well as the

fundamental cause of good health) (Kelsang, 1977,p.77).

Rlung (air or wind) is the most intimately related of the three humors to both our physical

and mental health. Rlung is the vital force. "It is the house on which the mind rides" and links the

body to the mind (Rapgay, 1988, p.50). Tibetan medicine is, therefore, vitally concerned with the

flow of wind through the channels. Rlung controls metabolism by controlling the two other

humors (bile controls catabolism and phlegm controls anabolism). It is the basis for nerve, skeletal

muscle, smooth muscle, vascular, hormonal, and membrane transport activity and the foundation

of sensory consciousness. "Consciousness itself depends on rlung as the medium to successfully

ascertain its object of awareness" (Rapgay, 1988, p.51). Without rlung, the mind could not

change its awareness from object to object or moment to moment. Rlung is also "the humor

directly related to mind and is always involved in mental or emotional illness" (Clifford, 1984,

p.9l). In fact, one of the terms for madness is vatula, "inflated with wind," and neurotic behavior

is referred to as srog-rlung, "disorder of life-wind" (Clifford, 1984, p.I32). "Most psychiatric

cases are understood to have disturbed air, and most grave disturbances of air are thought to lead to

mental instability and depression" (Clifford, 1984, p.I32). When inner winds circulate in ways
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and places they shouldn't, consciousness becomes disturbed and insanity can even result. For

example, if winds increase in the vital (central) channel and overflow into the heart center, the

power of the mind decreases and hallucinations or distortions in perception occur. (In Tibetan

medicine, the heart is synonymous with mind because consciousness, mental clarity, and self-

identity are said to arise at the heart center due to the subtle life-force there) (Clifford, 1984,

p.133).

An initial wind disorder may be due to a simple disturbance in the flow of rlung in the

channels. If there is repeated aggravation, rlung will increase beyond the normal range. Only with

continued aggravation wllI rlung increase to such a point that it overflows into other channels and

disrupts bodily processes that bile and phlegm control (ust as, in serious cases, increases in bile

and phlegm can overflow into rlung channels and cause secondary wind disorders) (Rapgay,

1988, p.54). There is a "constant interaction of opposing factors or polarities representedby tripa

(hot) and beken (cold) whose symbiosis is maintained by lung" (Rapgay, 1988, p.52). Bile

(mkhrispa) is associated with hot diseases and phlegm (Badkan) with cold. Wind or air (rlung) is

neither hot nor cold. It is simply the base from which everything occurs (pers. comm, Dr. Lama

Kunzang). Thus, when the system is normal, the three humors (nyes-pa) work together to ensure

health. 'When the system is disrupted, the three humors are affected and can produce disorders.

Pathological states of mind and mental negativities can contribute to a somatic disorder, but only

disruptions in the humors can produce illness (Rapgay, 1988, p.52).

These concepts form the basis of Tibetan ideas about personality and mental illness. They

arose from a synthesis of separate teachings detailed in two sets of Buddhist texts: the tantric

teachings and the sutras of the Abhidharma. The tantric teachings emphasize the relative level of

medicine (and Buddhism) by teaching about "the spiritual and emotional aspects of mind" and their

relation to psychic energies and channels (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.67-8). The Abhidharma

delineates the combination of wholesome, afflictive, and neutral factors of mind, in which the mind

is functioning due to ignorance, attachment, and hatred (the absolute level of Buddhism). Through
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meditation it is hoped that the mental factors will undergo a radical transformation for, ultimately,

"mental health is defined as a mind freed from the influence of afflictive mental factors, and that is

the goal of the process of meditation" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.67-8). Abhidharmic theory

describes the mind on three levels: in terms of the gross faculties of physical sensation and

perception, in terms of the subtle faculties of thought and emotion, and in terms of the very subtle

mind that serves as the foundation for the next birth (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.71).

Ultimately, however, "thoughts are the temporary play of the mind. They have no more ultimate

reality than the fleeting images of dreams. The nature of mind is pure and clear, primordially

undisturbed by the images that appear to it" (Powers, 1995, p.367).

'Types of lffness

In Tibetan medicine, there are two general types of illness (although different doctors and

writers emphasize and refer to them in different ways). Clifford (1984, p.97) explains that there

are diseases caused by spiritual factors (also known as karma) and those caused by the short-term,

present life. Although the short-term diseases are categorized into subtypes, they are evaluated

differently by different people or even by the same people at different times. For example, at one

point, Clifford (1984, p.97) breaks short-term diseases down into those caused by seasonal

changes, those caused by evil spirits, those caused by poison, and those caused by bad habits and

behaviors. A few paragraphs later, she redivides this classification into diseases caused by evil

spirits, immediate diseases (which come and go quickly and which self-terminate) and life diseases

(which require treatment and can also include spirit diseases). The multitude of systems of

classification of illnesses can be overwhelming at first. Nonetheless, it is vital to diagnosis

because "what is most important [in Tibetan medicine] is to know the causes of mental illness" (Dr.

Jampu Kedu, pers. comm, Ill28l97). Rather than relying on collections of symptoms, Tibetan

doctors attempt to assess the cause of the disorder before making recommendations for treatment.

As a result, one must carefully look at how Tibetan medicine classifies illness.
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According to Lama Amdo (pers. comm, Ill20l97), a doctor and monk, there are three

types of illness: natural diseases, hindrance-caused diseases, and karmic diseases. Natural

diseases are caused by a disturbance of the four elements (earth, fire, air or wind, and water). The

four elements correspond to the three humors: wind in rlung, fire is mKhrispa, and earth and water

are Badkan (Men-Tsee-Khang, 1995, p.7). A disturbance in these four elements in the body

results in a disturbance in the humors. For a natural disease, one needs a doctor. These diseases

occur slowly and a cause can be diagnosed immediately. Hindrance-caused diseases are caused by

unnatural happenings such as demons and black magic. They develop quickly and may pass away

on their own or require a healing. A doctor cannot find a cause for such a disease and a lama or a

tantric healer is necessary. The third category of disease is a natural disease that occurs suddenly

and is caused by obscurations. Such karmic diseases will only be diagnosed when no other cause

for disease can be found. A lama is required in this case and there is no treatment except for

practice of the Dharma. Lama Amdo, nevertheless, returns to the teachings of Buddhism on the

ultimate level by concluding that natural, hindrance-caused, and karmic diseases are fundamentally

the same since they are all illnesses of ignorance.

In order to treat the different types of illness (mental and physical), three levels of treatment

exist: dharmic medicine, tantric medicine, and somatic medicine. "Dharmic medicine heals through

spiritual and psychological practices for realizing the nature of mind and controlling negative

emotions" (Clifford, 1984, p.9). Treatment includes meditation, moral development, prayer,

mantra recitation, and other religious practices. It may be "prescribed" by lamas and religious

figures, healers, and doctors. Tantric medicine, on the other hand, heals by transforming the vital

energies in the body thr,óugh tantric and yogic practices. It includes practices such as meditation

and visualization and can produce psychic powers. Tantric medicine is based on psychosomatic

assumptions and the role of the mind in healing (that include but go beyond the Western idea of

placebo effects) (Clifford, 1984, p.9). Tantric medicine is usually only performed by lamas and

healers (although gifted doctors or monks and nuns may also do it). Finally, somatic medicine is
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the branch of medicine most focused on by Tibetan doctors and most similar to'Western medicine.

It is based on naturopathy and includes treatments using herbal medicines, massage, lifestyle and

diet changes, acupuncture, and moxibustion. One of the eight branches of somatic medicine is

psychiatry.

One must realize, however, that these three types of treatment do not correspond to types of

health professionals. In the Tibetan medical system, the medical doctor can incorporate dharmic,

tantric, and somatic medicine. Doctors may also diagnose karmic diseases and then refer patients

to lamas if necessary. The lama primarily employs tantric and dharmic medicine and may refer a

patient to a doctor as well. As Lama Amdo (pers. comm., IIl20l97) puts it:

You need a seed first and then the right conditions, like sun, rain, soil, nutrients, before a

plant can grow. Likewise, you need medicine and a doctor's directions before doing
mantras, visualizations, and Dharma to heal. But you need both in the long-run.

It is also impoltant for the family and the community, the doctor, the lama, and the healer to work

together. All are necessary. One without the other will not be very beneficial (Dr. Kunzang, pers.

comm, II/15/97).

Nevertheless, Tibetan medicine tends to focus on life diseases (as identified in Clifford's

terminology-- the equivalent of natural diseases in Lama Amdo's system) because life diseases

include most of the illnesses which are treated by Tibetan doctors. These are also the diseases

which Westerners understand most readily. Life diseases include mental illnesses due to wrong

lifestyle, injury and infection, family problems, employment problems, wonying or thinking too

much, manic-depressive cycles of emotion, weakness in the body, sexuality, and demons

(Burang, 1983, p.89-95; Dr. Jampu Kedu, pers. comm,IIl28l97; Newhouse, 1985, p.54-5).

'fypu of 'Íreatment

L) Dfiørmic melicine

Dharmic medicine is the most entrenched in Buddhism, but this spiritual and religious
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foundation also underlies all aspects of Tibetan methods of healing. It can, therefore, be very

difficult to clearly delineate what is dharmic medicine from what is somatic. In part, this is also

due to the overlapping roles of various healers in the Tibetan tradition.2 Nevertheless, from the

Buddhist perspective, there is no distinction between religious and medical teachings on an

absolute level. They are all part of the Dharmø (Clifford, 1984, p.56).

Buddhism maintains that man's basic condition is dukkha, which can be literally translated

as "dis-ease." As a result, all of ordinary man's experience is a disease which needs to be cured

(Spiegelman, 1985, p.I7I-2). The treatment for all diseases is Dharmapractice. Sunyata

(emptiness) is the ultimate medicine and the antidote for all illness (Clifford, 1984,p.28).

There are four motivations necessary for Dharma practice. One must first realize one is

sick. Then one must see the teacher as doctor, the teaching as medicine, and the practice of the

teaching as treatment (Clifford, 1984,p.23). At the ultimate level:

the Tathagata [i.e. Buddha] must be regarded as a great physician; and all beings must be
regarded as blinded by error, like the man born blind. Affection, hatred, error, and the
sixty-two false doctrines are wind, bile, phlegm. The four medicinal plants are the four
truths: namely, the state of void, the absence of cause, the absence of an object, and the
entrance into annihilation (Clifford, 1984, p.23).

Because existence is painful, complete healing ts nirvana (enlightenment), reached by realizing the

Four Noble Truths of the Buddha.3 Dharma, meditation, and other religious practices are,

therefore, "prescribed" as medicine.

It is important to realize that, fundamentally, all of our problems and diseases are due to

improper perspective and a craving for permanence. Meditation is a very important tool to control

2. As a result, the gray areas between dharmic and non-dharmic medicine will be intermixed
throughout the treatment of the issues.

3. The Four Noble Truths: (1) the world is full of suffering, (2) selfish craving and ignorance
cause suffering, (3) suffering can be overcome by the complete removal of craving (also known as
nirvana), (4) the Eightfold Path (the development of morality, meditation, and wisdom) is the path
to the end of suffering (Clifford, 1984, p.15-6).
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the mind and train it "to function in a balanced fashion with the body." It is strongly advocated in

dharmic medicine (Rapgay, 1988, p.47-8). Doctors may meditate, read Buddhist texts, and recite

mantras with wind disease patients. They may also recommend that patients sojourn in quiet

places of beauty (Dr. Passang Dolkar, pers. comm,Ill25l97). Meditation can be very good

medicine when one is thinking too much (a significant cause for increases in wind) because it

allows the mind to rest (Dr. Geleg Gyatso, pers. comm,lIl24l97). Meditation can also be help

one recognize emotions and think about where they come from.

Dr. Tenzin Chodon (pers. comm, II/I/97), a nun and doctor in Bodh Gaya,India, talks to

her patients about Dharma and how their practice can help heal disease. She emphasizes and

counsels people by reminding them of impermanence. Going to a lama is often preferred,

however, and the "Buddha and deities are best." A lama

will show you the path to enlightenment, teach you that all is impermanent, nothing exists
and that it is all in the mind. He will show you the straight path, not just cure y.ou... The
best lamas understand everything, can do anything, and can cure any disease (Osel, pers.
corun, lI/21/91).

Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche (pers.comm, IIll9/97) sees people with mental illnesses and speaks to

them about Dharma. He sometimes gives them mantras and visualizations as well, but says, "all

human views are mental illness. 'We 
are all ill. We need only to become realized." Namdol Dorjee

(pers. comm, IIl21l91) also explained that

a rinpoche would give one practices to do to cure mental illness. If one had time, one
would have a monk or nun come to do prayers in the house. If one didn't have time, one
could pay a monk or nun to do prayers for you at the monastery.

Nevertheless, dharmic medicine is also limited. If one is seriously mentally ill and cannot

control one's mind, meditation will not be able to help (Dr. Kunzang, pers. comm, llll5l97).

"All mental sickness has its seed, it is said, in the karma of having brought suffering to someone in

a past life" (Clifford, 1984, p.137). In a sense, all diseases are due to karma, but for specifically

karmic mental disorders "there is no medicine except Dharma" (Clifford, 1984, p.I37). It is
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recognized, however, that some people cannot be healed in this lifetime due to the karma

accumulated in their past. "In serious mental disorders considered as diseases of destiny, even the

most useful and far-reaching procedures can only succeed if the patient's individual destiny, which

is subject to a higher order of justice, favours it" (Burang, 1983, p.102-3). Successful treatment

can only occur if the patient and the doctor's karma are good (Dr. Geleg Gyatso, pers. comm,

1,1126/91). On the other hand, for non-karmic mental disorders, Tibetan medicine "does not seek

to accomplish the irnpossible. Therefore, certain 'less-than-enlightened' mental states and disorders

are described and treated" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.68). Since, not everyone will practice the

Dhnrma or become enlightened in this lifetime, the healing practices of tantric and somatic medicine

have been developed to temporarily relieve suffering.

Dharmic rnedicine goes beyond Buddhist practices, however. Although central to healing,

hearing and practicing the Dharma are not sufficient. In order for treatment to be successful, the

relationship of the patient to the healer must be good; trust, faith, and belief in the healer, the

medicine, and the healing process must be present; and the healer must have the necessary

qualifications, karma, and intentions to be an effective healer. Dr. Tenzin Chodon (pers. conìm.

lllll97) says that Tibetan medicine will still work if you don't hold Tibetan beliefs, but it may not

work as well. Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm, II/26191) stresses that medicine is more powerful

if one believes in Buddha and Dharma and being selfish can produce a tension illness. He

explained that Buddhism soothes. Like Christianity where "God is one's friend," Buddhism will

comfort. Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche (pers. comm, ILllglgl) also said that "trust is the most

important thing-- to trust the treatment and the medicine. Then it',^¡orks." Ösel (pers. comm,

Lll2O/91), one of his monks, elaborated that depending on one's expectations and beliefs, a lama

can heal. "When you know you can't help yourself, it is good to take refuge in someone who has

more power." Clifford (1984, p.87) also maintains that "without confidence in the Medicine

Buddha, the practice of his meditation will not help." Belief in the healer and the medicine is

clearly important. Trusting the healer and medicine are critical enough that Lhamo Dolka¡ herself,
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during one of her tantric healing seances (lll30l97), told everyone: "if you have faith in me, please

come. If you don't, don't come."

Belief and trust may be important enough, in fact, that in some cases that is all that matters,

regardless of the nature of the illness, medicine, or treatment (acting in some ways like a placebo

effect). Lharno (11121191) gives a patient some blessed wheat and tells him: "Don't think about

what this is. It will purify you and stop diarrhea. It will purify and work if you don't think about

what it is." Mysteriously, Lhamo can and does perform long-distance healings with a kathak,

picture of the patient, and friend or family member present as a vehicle. These healings may work

because of faith and belief in the medicine and healer. The mind's role in healing is emphasized

and from this point stems one of Tibetan medicine's major critiques of Western medicine (or

Western "machinery"). Unlike Western doctors and researchers, the Tibetan medical system

embraces and uses the role of faith and placebo effects (although it may be inaccurate to reduce the

effects of the medicine in this way) to heal more successfully, instead of distrusting and

discounting such effects.

In the Buddhist context of an empty, mind-only universe, the determining role of faith is

hardly surprising. Patients should and do choose their healers on this basis. Namdol Dorjee

(pers. comm, 1ll2ll97) says that "if you have belief in a lama, go to a lama. If not, go to a

hospital. It depends on the family and one's belief." Namdol Dorjee, a second generation Tibetan

in Nepal, would not go to a doctor for a mental illness. She would only go to friends and family.

If it was serious, she would go to a lama or rinpoche. People choose their doctors based on the

belief that trust in the healer and faith in the medicine are vital to successful healing.

This trust and faith definitively influences the relationship between the healer and the

patient. Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm, IIl24l97) told me that a patient should go to a doctor with

whom he or she has a connection. A bond is created between the healer and the patient during

treatment. The patient "shares in the radiant communication-waves of blessing" of the healer

(Clifford, 1984, p,78). In fact, breaking the bond by causing obstacles between oneself and the
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healer is thought to be a major cause of disease among Tibetans. The doctor must also know his

patients to treat them well. "The most essential part is played here by 'affectionate treatment' and

very personal, individual care of the patient" (Burang, 1983, p.100). Dr. Jampu Kedu (pers.

comm, Ill28l97) is particularly open and related to his patients and says:

If they are Christian, talk about God with them. If they are Buddhist, do mantras. It
doesn't matter which religion they are. The doctor must give advice according to the
patients' beliefs. If they are nonreligious and believe in science, then give scientific
explanations.

The relationship between patient and healer is particularly vital in serious cases of mental illness

because "most rnad people do not have the presence of mind to be able to perform the religious

medicine of sadhanas [i.e. practices leading to liberating perfection] for themselves, so a lama can

do it for them" (Clifford, 1984, p.164).

Besicles being able and willing to relate to his patients, a healer must possess a multitude of

other qualifications. The healer must essentially be a model of the Medicine Buddha.

There is no separation of healing skill from Dharma. The greater a person's heart-
realization of true Dharma, the greater a doctor he can be, for he will have the two-fold
Buddha-nature aspects of wisdom and compassion, rendering him more capable of
understanding the depths of the medical science and serving the physical, emotional, and
spiritual needs of his patients (Clifford, 1984, p. 6I-2).

Such "perfection" in the healer is crucial because the doctor is responsible for supporting the

patient. Such support is necessary to bring about successful treatment. "The state of mind of the

healer [is] a rnajor part of the healing process" (Clifford, 1984, p.81).

The rnodel of the doctor is the Medicine Buddha, Vaidurya, the king of Lapis Lazuli Light.

He is depicted with a radiant body of azure blue with right hand outstretched in a gesture of giving

to show that he protects from illness. He holds a begging bowl full of long-life nectar and the

"gteat meclicine," the myrobalan plant (Clifford, 1984, p.48). In addition, many Tibetan Buddhist

deities have healing aspects. In particular, Padmasambhava has twelve different manifestations

with diffelent healing qualities. As Mahaguru Dewache, the Great Guru of Great Bliss, he can

heal mental depression and psychological problems in particular. And as Lodan Chogsed, he can
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restore memory and increase and sharpen the intellectual powers of the mind (Clifford, 1984,

p.sl).

The Tibetan doctor, therefore, seeks to imitate and have the pure intentions of aBodhisatna

(i.e. a living being comrnitted to the awakening of all other beings). He must encounter his own

mind and see how it works in order to control it and direct it to cure illness. He does this by

visualizations of light and of healing deities, through mystic healing exercises, and by reciting

mantras such as the Medicine Buddha mantra. Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm,IIl24/97) prepares

for his day with daily morning meditation and a reminder of his mission to help others (the

bodhicitta attitude). He also tries to have a fresh, happy mind and does prayers to strengthen

medicine. He sometimes teaches his patient's mantras. Moreover, the right intention he exhibits is

vital because of the dangers possible from the wrong development of psychic powers. Similarly,

Dr. Passang Dolkar (pers. comm, IIl25l91) recites the Medicine Buddha mantra for an hour every

morning. Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, II/15197) offers a mandala daily to the Medicine Buddha.

Lhamo Dolkar (a tantric healer) can only become possessed by the healing deity Dorje Yüdronma if

she keeps her body pure and goes through an elaborate ritual involving mantra recitation, chanting,

supplication, ancl prostration.

The trair-ring, motivation, and daily preparation of the healer reflect the right relationship

they must have to the patient, the Dharma, and the Buddha and deities, as well as to themselves.

The therapist must study himself as well as the patient in order to do any good at all. 'The
master, teacher, or therapist,' said Tarthang Tulku, 'is a person who can understand each
level of human consciousness, through his own experience, as well as having received oral
instructions.... there are no gaps between him and another person. He can put himself
totally in the place of the patient. In other words, he is not treating somebody else; in a
way, he is treating himself (Fields, 1992, p.3I5).

Because the aspiration toward "perfection" is vital to Tibetan doctors, Tibetan medical school is a

rigorous endeavor that includes prayer and religious studies, studies of the arts and sciences,

medical studies, lield trips to collect plants and learn to make medicines, and yearly exams. It is a

six year program (after fourteen years of previous schooling) (Clifford, 1984, p.13). A Tibetan
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doctor is expected to be selfless and skillful. Folk tales maintain that "the greatest doctors of Tibet

were also great lamas" (Clifford, 1984, p.62). The Tibetan doctor must be moral and kind.

"People with problems go to a doctor. You need to be kind and ready to help and look to the

patient. If you are looking for money, you won't help patients. Kindness and compassion are

vital; bad words and anger won't help patients" (Dr. Geleg Gyatso, pers. comm,lIl24l97). 
^

Tibetan doctor should have compassion, awareness, understanding of emptiness, and skillful

means and right intention.

Dharmic medicine is deeply rooted in Buddhism. It is based on the teachings of the

Dharma and the models of the Medicine Buddha and Bodhísatnas. Dharmic medicine ultimately

defines all of life as a mental illness and urges practice and the pursuit of enlightenment. It also

delineates important Buddhist healing practices, however, such as meditation and mantra recitation,

and makes explicit the importance of mind and mental states in healing. Lastly, dharmic medicine

defines the ideal healer and the relationship he or she must have to the patient in order to be most

effective. Although it is only one aspect of Tibetan medicine, this spiritual and religious

foundation influences all other Tibetan methods of healing.

2) 'løntríc melícíne

Tantric medicine is, in many ways, simply an extension of dharmic medicine. But it can

also be seen as the bridge between the medicine of the Dharma and somatic or rational medicine

because tantra is the meeting point of the relative and absolute planes. The three levels of medicine

correspond to the three kayas (bodies of the Buddha): dharmic medicine is linked to absolute

reality, tantric medicine to radiant clarity, and somatic medicine to unobstructed action (Clifford,

1984, p.66). Tantric medicine is a mysticism of direct sacred knowledge (Clifford, 1984, p.65).

Tantricism is not magical delusion or hocus-pocus, but rather a skillful means of

manipulating psycho-physical energies based on psychic powers and knowledge obtained by

meditation, yogic practices, and following the Dharma. When something more drastic than
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teaching Dharma needs to be done, tantric medicine is used. In addition, "psychiatric diseases are

often caused by spiritual causes that are beyond the reach of 'rational' or somatic medicine"

(Clifford, 1984, p.7 6).

As conceptu alized by tantric medicine, there are two main causes of disease: disruption in

flow of psychic channels and possession by demons and evil spirits. Therefore, the theory of

psychic channels (through which the humors flow) is an idea developed in the practice of tantric

medicine. As discussed previously, rlung (wind) is the psychic force which controls everything.

It is also the basis of mind and mental health. Consciousness can be disturbed when the winds

circulate in ways or places they should not. For instance, there are five tantric veins which meet at

the heart center. The fifth one corresponds to transcendental consciousness and is called the vein

of realization. 'olf the other consciousnesses or the other pathways of the humors insert into the

space of the transcendental consciousness vein [or heart center], then insanity results" (Clifford,

1984, p.72). Mental disorders are particularly related to blockages at the heart center. The fifth

transcendental consciousness vein is the spiritual axis of sentient existence. "So mind, when this

space is distorted, flies offl'(Clifford, 1984, p.136).

In tantric medicine, the theory centers on the "subtle elements, channels, and essential

structures. There are three major psychic channels: the central, right, and left" (Rapgay, 1988,

p.52). In a normal individual, rlung flows through the right and left channels. The point of tantric

practice is, ultimately, to understand the reality to which the channels contribute.

Because lung is impure, the various states of mind it supports are also impure. The
purpose of tantric prãctice is to gather lung ftom all over the body into the right and left
channels, and then to dissolve it into the central channel. When this happens, the
constriction ofthe central channel is released, and a pure state ofconsciousness arises that
is capable of understanding the true nature of reality. In this manner, the gross causes of
mental and physical negativities are severed from the continuum of the mind (Rapgay,
1988, p.53).

In accord with dharmic medicine, tantric practice is aimed at the realization of enlightenment-- the

ultimate cure for all diseases. Nevertheless, most tantric healing practices are less ambitious.

Tantric treatments depend on presumed cause and on the humoral nature of the patient. As
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a result, the most important thing to do in cases of suspected rlung disorders is to determine the

cause of the problem. "The medicines and allied treatments have to be suitable to the patient's

humoral type" and the causes of the disorder; otherwise, they may do more harm than good

(Clifford, 1984, p.136). Because of this emphasis on individual needs, there are no general anti-

psychotic measures. Depending on the source of the illness and on the healer doing the

diagnosing, the treatment may be tantric, somatic, or a combination of both. For spiritual (karmic)

diseases, the treatment involves religious practice, tantric medicine and herbal or somatic treatment.

Neverthelesso "the general and basic cause of mental illness is thought to lie in leading a life

that runs counter to one's deepest spiritual inclinations and insights and one's inherent disposition"

(Clifford, 1984, p.137). Disorders of rlung (wind) can be brought about by a multitude of causes

such as worry, strain, overwork, sorrow, anger, sudden shock or fear, obsessive or continual

mulling over emotional pain, grief, sadness in love, humoral imbalances, poison, evil spirits, or

karma. Wind disorders often manifest psychologically as over-sensitivity, anxiety, moodiness,

drastic and rapid changes in mental states, and emotional instability. Physiologically, there may be

a quickened heart beat, dizziness, insomnia, loss of appetite, lack of coordination, accident

proneness, or a crack down the middle of the tongue. If these symptoms are not treated, psychosis

may develop (Clifford, 1984, p.135, 137).

The second major cause of mental illness in the tantric system is due to demons or evil

spirits. "The Tibetan doctor or lama-doctor must know demonology in order to perform his duties

as a psychiatrist" because different types of demons possess people. Treatment can only follow

after the demon has been identified by its characteristic attributes (Clifford,1984, p.157). The

manifestations of invisible forces are both individual and multiple. Each spirit has its own cause

for coming and its own effect, power, and way of being dispelled. Due to affliction by spirits, a

person may becoms very angry, sad, fight with themselves or others, or completely and suddenly

alter his or her behavior. A Tibetan healer can recognize a demon by pulse or urine diagnosis or by

observing various marks on the body. For example, a "ghost pulse" is highly irregular or
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patternless. The pattern of bubbles in boiling urine and marks such as dull eyes, black dots on the

eyes, or fleshy bumps on the right elbow, indicate the type of demon present (Clifford, 1984,

p.158).

Five chapters of the Gyu-zhi, the major Tibetan medical text, are devoted to different types

of spirits. There are the demons from above (also known as the rulers of the planets) which cause

epilepsy, sudden paralysis, strokes, and sudden attacks on the brain and nervous system; the

demons from below (also called the naga or serpent-spirits) which cause leprosy; and the demons

from in-between which cause depression, insanity, and loss of control of the mind (Clifford,

1984, p.155 -I57). These in-between demons include elemental spirits which invade the psyche,

amnesia-causing demons, and madness-causing demons which may be due to certain emotional

states and may either invade the psyche alone or with poisons or humoral imbalances (Clifford,

1984, p.Al).

Demons may be created as a result of a crime or by black magic. This possibility of black

magic which harms others is one reason why Buddhism seeks to promote the development of

psychic powers only with the development of compassion (Clifford, 1984, p.154). Fright is

another main cause of demon possession. At the moment of fear or surprise, one becomes

susceptible to attachment and invading forces can enter. For this reason in particular, one is never

supposed to startle a child (Kohrt, 1996, p.22). Certain demons can also be created at death. If a

person panics or has negative emotions at the time of death, the negative energy projects into a

solid entity (Clifford, !984, p.153). Suicides and murders, which involve strong negative

clingings or panic, are considered very inauspicious. When such situations occur "a lama is most

always called in to perform an exorcism to prevent the formation of a ghost- or to get rid of it"

(Clifford, 1984, p.15a). Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, lIll5l97) also explained how a ghost can

form as a result of too much attachment at death. Such a ghost will, nevertheless, leave the

afflicted person on its own when it is finally satisfied. Unfortunately, as long as there is an

attachment to life, it cannot leave life at death. A bhut, or soul of a person who has died without
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his wish or goal being fulfilled, will roam the earth rather than be reborn (Kohrt, 1996,p.I9).

For many rural cultures in Nepal, evil spirits or demons are the source of all ailments. A

psychotic delusion is generally be explained in terms of the beliefs common in the prevailing

culture. Many villagers claim to have seen spirits and they are a serious concern (Kohrt, 1996,

p.19. 2S). In Tibetan demonology, typical devils are the devils of frailty, of afflictive emotions, of

comfort and pleasure and of death. There are demons of laziness, lust, dualistic thinking,

hypersensitivity, attachment, and pride as well (Clifford, 1984, p.148).

Ultimately, however, it is recognized-- at least by lamas and educated people-- that demons

are a projection of the mind (as is everything). The word for demon, ghost, or evil spirit is gdon

which refers to a force that radiates negative effects (Clifford, 1984, p.I48, 151). Gdon arc a

subclass of gek which means hindrance or obstruction (Clifford, 1984, p.154). Demons,

therefore, can be said to represent "the outer and inner factors that exert their influence

subconsciously or almost irresistibly, obscuring the realization of higher aspirations" (Clifford,

1984, p.148). Demons can be "recognized as related to something [rather than being the] true

cause" (Newhouse, 1985, p.56). They may be personified undesirable or evil emotions, traits,

and states or moodso passions, and qualities that possess and disturb. Gdon are the embodied

forces which drive the mind insane (Clifford, 1984, p.150).

Since demons arise out of ignorance, realizing emptiness can make them vanish. Thus, on

an absolute level, demons do not exist.

What we call a Demon is very, very huge, and colored and black...but Demons don't really
exist!...But the greatest Demon of all isbelief in a self (Clifford, 1984, p.t49).

Lamas refuse to deny or limit the existence of demons, however, for gdon do exist on a relative

level.

It is true, they say, that demons are not real and don't exist from an absolute point of v¡gw,
and further tirat ítre ones in question here are expressed in symbolic terms from primitive
beliefs but, they say, until we recognize emptiness these are still invisible negative energies

and whether spawired from withiñ or withôut, their negative effects are very much to be

reckoned witti(Clifford, 1984, p.162).
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Tibetans vividly believe in demons and believe that shamanistic healing is effective. It is,

therefore, believed that one should protect oneself from demons by following the Dharma,

developing compassion, recognizing emptiness, and doing meditative visualizations (Clifford,

1984, p.163).

Tantric treatment, thus, includes the overlapping categories of general tantric rituals and

techniques and techniques specifically for healing or exorcism of demons. Although Tibetan

healers are the typical administrators of tantric medicine, lamas, monks, nuns, and other religious

figures may perform aspects related to Dharma and medical doctors may incorporate tantric

techniques into their healing practices and preparations. Tantric medicine may or may not have

physical form, but it is designed to create a bond between healer, patient, and deity (Clifford,

1984, p.87).

Tantric treatments include confidence and devotion to Buddha, mantra recitation,

meditations, visualizations, offerings, supplications, rituals, performing charitable and virtuous

acts, wearing protection circles, charms, and amulets, taking medicines or using butters or incense

blessed with mantras, beating, biting, and exorcisms (Clifford, 1984, p.I6aa65). As far as

recitations go, the Medicine Buddha mantra "can be used in all cases," particularly to readjust

vibrations of consciousness in mental disorders (Clifford, 1984, p.79). There are also many

different incantations passed down over the centuries:

The incantations used in Tibetan psychiatry consist mostly of series of syllables which have
been taken straight from ancient Indian Sanskrit texts...the recitation of these incantations
depends primarìly on what mental images the healer combines with them as they.are
uttèred. Întonatión also plays an important role which may not, on principle, be rigidly
documented, but must beþersonally taught to select pupils by a teacher who is called to the
task... In the hands of a sCholar who does not have the benefits of such 'living instruction,'
even the cream of Sanskrit incantation formulae are held to be completely worthless
(Burang, 1983, p.97-98).

These incantations are used by the healer to invoke healing powers, to heal, and to bless medicines

(either while they are being made or to later increase their power).

In addition, various types of meditations and visualizations are used to develop healing
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powers. The meditation on Vajrasattva, the deity of purification, is a self-healing meditation in

which one confesses'oone's sins" and recognizes and purifies mental defilements and transgression

(Clifford, 1984, p.84). Meditation on Mahaguru Dewache can heal depression and psychological

problems; meditation on Lodan Chogsed restores memory and increases and sharpens the mind

(Clifford, 1984, p.51).

A general mediation for wellness can also be done for as short a time as ten minutes:
Inñale air from your right nostril while blocking your left nostril_ with your finggr¡.
Visualize curativ-e air, white in color, flowing through your whole body from the right
nostril up to the head and from there to all the lower parts of the b-ody. The white curative
air shoulã either be imagined as originating from the physician or from one's personal deity
or god. On its way tñrough thebody, the air sh_ould p1c!-un all of the. pathological
conãitions and agenls and rélease them from the left nostril. Then repeat this practice the

other way around.

The Chod meditation is also used as a technique to eliminate attachment to the ego. It involves

cutting oneself up into pieces mentally, calling all negative spirits and offering one's body to them.

It involves developing wisdom, compassion, and bodhicitta and works as a healing technique

because it works on the level of absolute reality. The Chod rite is not directly related to healing of

illnesses on the relative plane, but it works to help one perceive absolute reality, "realizing that

gods and demons are one's own mind." Becoming aware on demons' non-reality effectively rids

oneself of their influence (Powers, 1995, p.37I).

The general process involved in visualization begins with the tantric adept taking refuge and

generating the bodhicitta attifide. The he or she visualizes the mantric seed-syllable emerging from

voidness. This is the manifest essence of the meditational deity. The deity is either projected into

the space before or on top of the tantrika's head, or as the tantrika him or herself. The lights from

the deity are then absorbed at the head, throat, and heart, purifying everything and awakening

Buddha qualities. The purified energies are turned into deities in mandalas and the heat reaches the

crown chakra. "White condensed radiant pearl-drop bodhi-essence melts or descends" into the

whole body of the tantrika, fully empowering him or her for healing. The patient also "shares in

the radiant communication-waves of blessing" (Clifford, 1984, p.7 7 -7 8).
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This type of prototypical visuali zation practice may be used by Lhamo Dolkar, a tantric

spirit healer, to call the goddess Dorje Yüdronma into her. Throughout various interviews, she has

indicated that she uses visualizations, mantra recitations, reminders of the bodhicitta attitude, and

drums and chanting to purify herself and enter the trance state. From an observant perspective,

this is how she appeared to call Dorje Yüdronma into herself and become possessed:

Twenty people are seated in the room. We drink tea, sit on the floor, and chat. There is an

altar with sevðn bowls on it, one with milk in it and surrounded with butter mounds, one

lurg" .huri"" 6ò*i *ittt tniÍr. in ir, a pile of *^tt^"ul on the floor covered with the ritual

garmenrs, u ¡ó*i with a flame in it, ä bowl o_f fruit, a bell, a hand-drum, five lit butter

i"ÃÑ. On tfr" *uU,ihere is a thankaof Dorje Yüdronma with a kathak ove-r-it,.pictures of
the Dalai ú;",;ìir;iiinpoctr"s, lamas arid monks, and some of Dorje Yüdronma, all

covered with ka;haks. and ôertificated and pictures of Lhamo's healings. ,

Vf.r. pãff.áiénters and washes up in the bathroom at the back' Her husband brings

around u uo*rïiuuñi"g ash and incenie for all of us to inhale. Mrs. Dolkar goes tothe
front of ttt" ioã*, in irorit of the altar. she begins to pl?y with her hands at namaste. Her

husband flings üþrãihérwith a brush. No o.-ne is reãtty paying attention to her yet; they

are talking.
Lhamo lowers and bows her head, concentrates hard, eyes and forehead pinched;

her mouth rpãr*t ráødly; she looks like she is talking really fast. She sighs and raises.her

hands uuou"e*nåi ttãã¿ éi".trically. she hiccoughs-, sneézes, laughs maniacally, d99t

mudras uUou" ñã.tr.ád, b.ingr hór hands down ãnd back up a few times, quickly. lhe
chants. ff"r ttorUån¿ iptuyr hõr again. There is. a tense, live energy.in the air- a bit of fear.

Lhamo ptoritutã, quiõliy, fi¡"tañ-style, three times. She pi"l..t 
"P 

her shaman's stick and

bears herseü*ittr'ilfirðíracing the atiar, then facing us. she be¿ts hard on her front,

head, and back. She chants utíd ritr down and begiñs to put on her.,"sacred" clothing.

First'she puìr^ã tõå,-"ruig"on's" mask on her heaã, cov-eiing everything but.her eyes.

Then an upioì,-" rðárr, añd u gold crown with pictures of different Tibetan deities on it.

She throws *frL"t ui-.¿ ut u ttitk bowl. It sprays everywhere. 
_ 
She rings the bell and hits

the drum, rhyìhmically, incessantly, creating a trance atmosphere' Her husband chants

with her 
""¿ää"iïÇ;i.;;;;iihe 

úÉeat to cõver it. Lhamo thlows milkwith a spoon and

whear urouidtn"ärì.. stt. keèps ringing the bell and drum intensely. It gets vcry loud.

she chants, cries, hiccoughs afiain. Her voice changes pitch andquality'.,lt,i: u,t^tl

someone else is chanting now in a higher pitch. She puts the spoon down m me Dowl oI

wheat un¿ u¿¿r ttõlwateî to it. She 
"r'i"r, "hunts, 

and tears her mask down under her chin.

Her tongueif,rãrfrer in and out olher moú1h. She puts the bell and.phurba in the wheat in

front of t.t, ã" itt" Ëioun¿. Everything js silent. She throws wheat agaln and puts the

mask back on (pers. ôbservation, lIl27l97)'

After this ritual, combining chanting, meditation, visualization, music, and other ritual actions,

Lhamo Dolkar is completely possessed by Dorje Yüdronma (or other accompanying deities), full

of their healing powers, and ready for the first patient'

The visualization of oneself as the Medicine Buddha and the outer world as a medicine
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mandala is also powerful. Through this meditation, the world and the self become purified into

Buddha-nature and the whole world becomes medicine (Clifford, 1984, p.78-79). Additionally,

visualizations of light are also important because light destroys dualism. Visualizing a deity's

radiating light can purify mental and physical obscurations and cure disease. One can send healing

rays to others while dwelling in emptiness (Clifford, 1984, p.80-81). The invocation of a rainbow

colored flame-shaped healing light and the contemplation of the deity Vajrapani by the doctor,

channels "his fire of wisdom through [the doctor] into the patient." It can incinerate evil forces

(Newhouse, 1985, p.56). The invocation of orange light can help heal "manic-depressive"

behavior; blue rays help with excessive worry and thinking; white light gives satisfaction,

pleasure, and relief from obsessive sexual desires (Newhouse, 1985, p.54-55).

In tantric medicine, gems, relics, and blessed objects may also be worn or used as

protection against spirits and poisons. "Tibetan healers wear gems for protection against negative

forces, especially those radiating from the patient" (Clifford, 1984, p.82). Relics from the Lord

Buddha and from deceased lamas and rinpoches can also be quite powerful. Lhamo Dolkar has a

phurba (a three-sided pointed blade or dagger to stab and destroy obstacles) "on the altar for the

blessing [by Taglung Tsetrul Rinpoche] and to ward spirits off of herselfl' (pers. comm,

tt/27 t97).

Blessed objects, such as namchaks, phurbas, andvajras, are special healing tools. There

arc namchaks so powerful that "if you put it on the head, one becomes cured" (Levine, 1993,

p.I4I, 64). Namchak are phurba or vajra made from a meteoric-type substance (sky metal).

Some phurbas "were hid by Padmasambhava. But Rinpoches can make phurbas too" (Ösel, pers.

comm, IIl27l97).

Exorcisms are also common- and usually done by traditional healers. But
lamas can cure harm diseases. They use phurbas- there are different kinds, but they are all
treasures.... Demons are scared by phurbas.... Monks and nuns can also heal, but they
must have power. This is developed through meditation, visualization, and aspiring to the

bodhisattvâ ideal to benefit all beings (osel, pers. conìm, IIl27l97).

If a lama has special mental powers acquired from practice, he can insert a blessing into a person
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by putting the point of the phurba down on top of his or her head to make a demon disappear

(Levine, 1993, p.I42; Lama Amdo, pers. comm,Il/20197). In one instance, Chokyi Nyima

Rinpoche explained that

the vajra heals physical and mental problems... At first I was almost afraid to use it [as it
has so much power]. Some people were fainting, sometimes falling unconscious for a few
seconds. Some people think this is some kind of electric shock, like a charge. Some feel
heat over their heads; some feel it going through their body to their feet. If something
happens, then it is curing. If there's no experience, then nothing is happening. It works
best through a combination of faith and power meeting together. If both meet together then
it's very powerful. If there's not much faith but the object is very powerful, then the
blessing is still strong. If there is no belief but still openness, it helps. But if there's
wrong belief, then it is difficult (Levine, 1993, p.64).

Other types of exorcisms include using a ransom to get rid of the spirit, satisfying the spirit

with a puja or an effigy (like a straw person), using a thread and cross ritual in which a demon

would rather "live" in than in the person they have possessed, and burying, burning, or throwing

objects into which the demon has been called (freeing the person from their influence) (Clifford,

1984, p.167). Lamas can also do pujas to rid people of evil spirits. "A good Rinpoche will do a

puja to help free ghosts" (Dr. Kunzang, pers. comm, llll5/91). Often a lama is asked to heal in

cases of evil spirits because Dharma is necessary and a doctor cannot help much in that respect

(although pills, advice, mantras, and praying with a patient may help to some extent). "If one has

power, one can help. If not, one can't" (Dr. Geleg Gyatso, pers. comm, II/26191).

For an exorcism to be effective, one must have an understanding of emptiness and

compassion. If one understands emptiness, one knows demons are a projection of the mind. But

many times the lamas perform exorcism simply because the patient and his family are very
much impressed and attached to the ritual. The rite of exorcism helps the people by giving
them a structure on which to see the negativity go away (Clifford, 1984, p.168).

Traditional tantric healers, thus, rely on their realization of absolute reality to heal and administer

effective treatments that are appropriate to the relative level of reality.

Nevertheless, the category of traditional healers in Nepal extends beyond Tibetan circles.

There are many divisions of traditional healers in Nepal: "dhami, jhakri, devta, janne manche,
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baidhya, jharphuk, bombo, phedaangmaa, khanno aaune manche, dyahmaa, durna, etc." (Kohrt,

1996, p.30). Rural people will go to whoever they know of and consider reliable-- Tibetan or not.

Often "anything that cannot be cured immediately and permanently by Westem medicine requires a

traditional healer" (Kohrt, 1996, p.37). Nevertheless, Ösel (pers. comm, lI/27197), a Tibetan

monk, explained that

there are different levels of lhamos. Some don't understand emptiness. Local lhamos will
help you if you ask and make an offering to them... V/isdom lhamos will benefit all
sen'tient beinls; they see space [understand émptiness] and have great visualization power.
They are Bodhisattvas.

Tibetans believe that realization of emptiness and understandings of Buddhist teachings are

important to be a powerful healer. Other healers are accepted because they are recognized as

having some understanding, however.

Some healers rely on clinical training, some on supernatural or psychic powers, some on

spirit possession, and some on journeys to the heavens or the underworlds. "Through a lengthy

ceremony, the shaman will be placed under a trance, possessed by some deity. While under this

possession, he is able to help the patient (Perlia, 1992, p.6). Other healers are sufilmoned to their

role by voicesn epileptic fits, or psychotic episodes. "Many anthropologists have referred to

traditional healers who experience such a calling as mentally ill themselves" (Kohrt, 1996, p.30).

The Tibetan healer Lhamo Dolkar, for example, suffered as a schizophrenic for many years.

Everywhere she went, she was called crazy ot insane.

For eighteen years, she and her son suffered sev.erely.from-mental/physical/spiritual
illnessl..Peoplê thought she was possessed by an evil _s_pirit._Others said that a demon and

a goddess wêre fighti=ng for possession of her body" (Kaul-Connolly, 1994, p.4).

After many healings herself, mostly by lamas or rinpoches, but also by another thamo (goddess),

she was cured and purified. Ultimately, she became able to call on Dorje Yüdronma to heal others.

Lhamo Dolkar is now certified by His Holiness the Dalai Lama as a reliable exorcist and authentic

"possessor" of Dorje Yüdronma, a Tibetan deity and shamanistic manifestation of cosmic force.

Lhamo Dolkar (pers. comm, tIl30l97) takes no responsibility, however, for what she does
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while possessed by the goddess. Because she attributes the healing power to the deity and not to

herself, she cannot remember a thing after a healing. Her consciousness leaves her and the deity's

comes into her. As a result, she does not know what people come to her for, what she treats or

how it works. Very little information can be obtained from her in interviews after a healing.

Lhamo Dolkar heals as many healers do, however. The deity within her is usually trying to

force a spirit out of a patient and purify the body. "This is done by the traditional healer beating,

hitting, biting, burning, and/or branding the patient" and is often accompanied by prolonged

dancing, loud and rhythmic music, and convulsion (Kohrt, 1996, p.44). The spirit or demon

should feel the pain, not the patient. These healings can be very violent because there is the belief

that the more violent it is, the more faith the patient has (Kohrt, 1996, p.46). In a sense, this is

shock therapy. Just as fright can cause a spirit to enter, shock "arouses the displaced vehicle as it

were and calls it back to its natural place" (Burang, 1983, p.89).

As a result, Lhamo Dolkara can be violent for cases of demon possession or mental

disturbance:

Patient 3 (pers. observation, tll3Dl97): She hits his head, pulls his thumþ, takes his pulse
right at thè base of his palm (unlike Tibetan doctors who do it a little farther down the
wiisg. "You think too much. Your thoughts go around and around. Try to calm down.
You have good karma and a good life; why do you make thoughts go around that won't
benefit you in any way. They just go round and round. If you keep thinking this way,
you will develop ilepression and mental problems. Stop!" She applies pressure on his back
ând hits him with the flat blade on the back, top, and front of his head. He turns red; it
hurts him.

Patient 7 (pers. observation, Il/30/91): Takes one look at the patient, takes her pulse, and
asks if someone in her family died. She says, 'oyes, my Mom." Lhamo explains, "since
your mother died, you haven't been quite right. Whatever you hav_e_eaten hasn't fed y9u.
She has taken it all... There is no point in grieving about your Mom. She is hanging
around and taking all your food... Lhamo pats her back, hits her back hard, wipes her head
with sweeping motions of her shaman's stick. She removed the colorful covering gf h9r
stick and sticks the flat blade (9 inches long) down the patient back and sucks, multiple
times, getting more and more violent, scratching, all the way up and down her back. She
blows õn heiand sprays milk in her eyes: "Eyes open!" She sticks her tongue in her eyes

4. I will refer to Lhamo Dolkar as the agent in many of these stories about her healings. It is
important to realize, however, the Dorje Yüdronma (or her accompanying deities) have possessed
Lhamo and are actually doing the healing.
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and yells "eyes open!" The patient is only able to open one of her eyes. "I had a huge
accident in Indonesia when I went to scatter my Mom's ashes." Lhamo slaps her in the face
and on the head and yanks her head back, holding on to her hair. She blows on her and
punches her chest. It is very violent and hard to watch. She hits her with the shaman's
stick, yanks her head up and down. She tells us to move. She is going to spray water.
She throws water at the patient and tells her to swallow as much as she can. She slaps her
hard, hits her, yanks her hair and head.

Lhamo tells her to sit there, calm, a few minutes. The patient looks beat but more
peaceful. "Are your memories and thoughts clearer, lighter?" "Yes" "Has your mind
changed?" "Yes."

Nevertheless, Lhamo's healings are not always this violent. Lhamo often gives patients

advice or tantric medicine instead, such as wheat that she has spit or blown on and said a mantra

for, or Dettol soap or bricks as warm compresses that she has blown on and blessed. Moreover,

she oftenjust reassures patients as a part ofthe healing.

Patient 9 (pers. observation, lI/30/97): [A long distance healing for an HIV positive
daughter] "Does your daughter get depressed?" "Yes." "Even though the disease is in her
whole body, there is no degeneration yet. There is the possibility of benefit from
treatment. There is no benefit to getting depressed. It won't be of benefit at all. Her body
is healthy. Hold it in your heart that she will be cured- the hope and belief. Keep your
daughter from depression. There is a good chance of a cure. Give her vitamins; no sour
food, coffee, or alcohol. She shouldn't sit depressed at home. She should go out and
have a good time. Enjoy herself. It will help."

Patient 7 (pers. observation,Il/27/97): She comforts him and says, "I can cure this. Don't
worry. Come back. I will cure you. I have more powerful means. I can cure you. Don't
worry... If you don't have money, that's no problem. But come back. I will cure you
completely."

Tantric medicine is a vast and vital part of Tibetan medicine. It includes many different

techniques and methods of treatment, from visualizations, mantra recitations, and simple

counseling to violent beatings through a spirit intermediary. Many people rely on it and believe in

it. There is a definite value to healers' treatments and, for centuries, healers have been considered

effective. There must be some truth to this claim for such a tradition and belief to persist.

Nevertheless, from a Western perspective, tantric medicine may not seem reliable,

desirable, or even comprehensible. Westerners are often skeptical about such healing techniques,

but in some cases "for disorders which aren't biological, but somatic, healers may be better than

doctors" (Nord, 1995, p.37).
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One difficulty encountered in psychiatry is the present inexactitude of the science.
Psychotropic medicines tend to be long term, multiple diagnoses may be given, and
immediate relief is not always forthcoming. Treatment is not clear cut, as people have
come to expect from Western medicine. The desire for a quick cure is present.... When a
patient goes to a traditional healer, he or she is given an explanation of the cause of the
illness and a specific remedy. Perhaps the person sacrifices two chickens, or sits for an all
night puja to remove the problem... In psychiatry, it is not always this straightforward
(Nord, 1995, p.32-33).

In fact, Dr. Mahendra Nepal, a psychiatrist at the Teaching Institute, has done a formal study of the

effectiveness of healers in relation to psychotherapy. Dr. Nepal (pers. comm, II/30197) has found

that "for hysterical disorders traditional healing is very effective. No medications are needed....

But for psychosis, epilepsy, and depression, medication is useful or needed.... Traditional healers

are effective with grief management, hysterics, neurosis, stress and demon possession. Why

change this or try to do better than them? It works.... After all, if a healer can do in a few hours or

days what Freudian therapy takes five years and a lot more money to do, which is better? Demons

are in a different reality and require different treatment" (Table 1).

Table 1- The Effectiveness of Traditional Healing vs. Psychotherapy
(reproduced from the work of Dr. Mahendra Nepal)

III) Traditional healing is ineffective for:

' organic brain syndromes
. epilepsy

II) Traditional healers are less effective (than psychotropic medicine) for:
. schizophrenia.
. manic depressive disorder
'bipolar disorders
. paranoid psychosis
. rehabilitation

I) Traditional healers have the same effectiveness or at times greater for:
. neurotic disorders (hysteria, dysthymia, reactive disorders, anxiety neurosis,
somatoform disorder)
. psychosomatic disorders
. reactive psychotic states
. alcohol and substance dependence
. and healers are useful for psychosocial treatment
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When Western medical practitioners state that there are not enough mental health

professionals in Nepal, they may forget how many healers there are and how effective they are

(although more studies need to be done to determine this). Tantric medicine is based on a

psychosomatic assumption and a mind-body-spirit connection that the West often ignores. It is

certainly a big part of mental health care in Nepal, and it makes sense within a cultural language for

mental illness which includes demon possession.

3) Somøtíc melícine

Somatic medicine is the branch of Tibetan medicine most like Western medicine, yet it

remains based on the Tibetan understanding of the body and involves a belief in Buddhism and

Dharma. It is a holistic theory that seeks to maintain a balance of the three nyes-pa (humors) and

the five elements: earth is flesh and bones, water is blood and lymph, fire is body and heat, wind is

nervous and motor function, and space is consciousness. Rlung (air) is associated with wind,

mkhris-pa (bile) is fire, and Bad-kan (phlegm) is earth and water (Clifford, 1984, p.89-90).

Tibetan psychiatric theory is intimately tied to rlung, the humor associated with mind and

psychological states. Rlung moves through bones, ears, skin, heart, blood vessels and nerves,

and the large intestine. Generally speaking, increases in wind will cause psychiatric disturbances.

Increases in wind can be caused by mental and emotional strain, such as thinking too much,

becoming upset, excess pressure, stress, love problems, family relations, loss of possessions,

status or loved ones, isolation, anxiety, and overwork. Over-engaging in desire, lust, and

attachment will also cause wind diseases (Clifford, 1984, p.131, 139). The definition of mental

illness used in the Tibetan community, therefore, differs from the Western conception of mental

disorder (as defined by the DSM-IV). Roughly speaking, the term 'mental illness' seems to be an

inclusive label for any behavioral, emotional, or cognitive consequences, regardless of cause.

In somatic medicine, a doctor diagnoses a disturbance in the humors by combining visual
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and tactile cues with interuogation. Visually, the complexion of the skin; the color and texture of

the blood, nails, feces, tongue, and urine; and the patient's radiance, manner, build, posture, and

speech are looked at. The patient's pulse, temperature, sensitivities, growths and knots are felt.

The patient is questioned about his or her thoughts concerning the cause, site, and signs and

symptoms of the illness (Men-Tsee-Khang, L995,p.13,15,27 and Clifford, 1984, p.105). The

patient may also be asked about his or her behavior, diet, emotional and family life, environment,

spiritual life, and sex life (for Tibetan doctors believe that a healthy sex life is essential to health)

(Clifford, I984,p.104). Astrology and the seasons also play alarge role in diagnosis. Dr. Tenzin

Chodin explained that there is a chant in Tibetan medicine which, according to the day, season, and

stars, indicates what type of treatment will work best for certain parts of the body on a given day.

Diagnosis of mental illness is done in the same manner as for physical illness, relying on

pulse and determining how the organs and senses are working together (Ani-La, Dr. Tenzin

Chodon, Il/L0/97). Diagnosis of rlung diseases, in particular, can be done by identifying a

reddish, dry, rough tongue; water-like urine which has big bubbles when sfirred; a floating, empty

and halting pulse when pressed; and excessive intake of light and rough foods. A crack in the

tongue and "thinking too much" are common symptoms according to Dr. Passang Dolkar (pers.

comm, Il/25191). Other symptoms of rlung diseases are yawning, shivering, frequent sighing

and stretching, cold chills, pain (in hips, waist, boneso and joints), shifting pains, empty emesis,

dullness of senses, unrestful mental states, and pain when hungry (Men-Tsee-Khang, 1995,

p.61). If there is paralysis, a nerve disorder, back pain, a blood disorder, or nonstop speaking, an

rlung disorder is suspected (Dr. Tenzin Chedin). Giddiness, ringing in the ears,lassitude, muscle

cramping, feeling as if flesh has separated from skin and bones from the joints, sensations of

broken bones, eyes or organs bulging out, limbs being bound, goosebumps, insomnia, anger,

feeling of the pelvis being pounded, backache or pain in chest and jaw bones, pain at the first,

sixth, and seventh vertebrae, dry heaves, distended stomach, and abdominal noises are also

symptoms of rlung disorders (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.75-6). Although they have all been
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trained similarly and are seeking the same diagnostic information, different doctors may ask about

or describe symptoms in different ways. Nevertheless, "to a Tibetan physician, the presence of

any of the above array of mental and physical symptoms is immediately suggestive of an rlung

disorder" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.76).

Tibetan doctors take a very gentle approach to treatment because they believe that unforseen

future repercussions (in this life and in future ones) to medicines that were too strong can disrupt a

patient's life and comfort even more than the present illness. They

do not wish to displace symptoms but, rather, to get to the root cause instead. Also,_they
use restraint because the strongest medicinal substances may have adverse effects... Most
Tibetan psychiatric medicines, even those including the strongest substances, are slow
workingjhãrmless, and long lasting. They are not meant to have a radical and disruptive
effect on the system (Clifford, 1984, p.208-9).

Identifying the cause of a disease and correct diagnosis are vital because "a specific disease and the

medicine prescribed for it [must] have the same basic material composition of elements" (Clifford,

1984, p.90). The patient's psychological, emotional, and spiritual make-up are also factors which

are important in prescribing the appropriate medicine-- even in nonpsychiatric cases. These factors

are taken into account in the making and prescribing of medicine (Clifford, 1984,p.II7).

Tibetan therapeutics include natural methods, gentle methods, and strong methods. Natural

methods include diet modification and behavioral changes (such as practicing right speech, action,

and livelihood, having an active spiritual life, changing behavior in accordance with the seasons,

and not suppressing natural bodily urges). Advice given by the doctor will often form a vital part

of treatment, especially in psychiatric cases. Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm, 11126/97) explains

that for mental problems, he only gives medicine after advice:

Sometimes it's best to ask the patient: what's the problem? You use advice to change the
patient's mind to be happy. If a patient has a heart problem or worry, get them to chang-e

their mind, speak sweetly, show them good views, put them in a quiet, simple place, tell
good stories. Then get the mind to change slowly.

Treatment also includes gentle methods, such as herbal medicines (pills, decoctions, powders,

pastes, syrups, oils, butters, ash, wine, gem medicine, and concentrated decoctions), herbal baths,
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mineral or hot spring therapy, massage, hot or cold compresses, cleansing procedures like emetics,

and medicinal steam. It can, additionally, include drastic or strong methods such as moxibustion,

acupuncture, bloodletting, lancing, cupping, venesection, small surgeries, cautization, and

exorcism. Major surgery is very much discouraged, however. It is usually seen as forbidden

(Men-Tsee-Khang, 1995, p.34; Clifford, 1984, p.123-4).

Treatment for rlung diseases can include the company of close friends, a dim, warm

apartment, and the use of massage, compresses, and suppositories (Men-Tsee-Khang, t995,p.63-

9). Additionally, because rlung disorders can be caused by excessive intake of light and rough

foods (such as pork), by drinking strong tea or coffee, or by indulging in fasting and mental

exertions, patients respond well to an oily and nutritious diet and lifestyle. Sweet, sour, and salty

tastes also pacify rlung disorders, while bitter and astringent tastes aggfavate them (Men-Tsee-

Khang, 1995, p.28, 34, 6t). Treatments for rlung disorders include a diet of mustard oil, aged

butter, molasses, garlic, onion, aged meat, bone soup, soup extracted from meat, broth from a

sheep's head, horse, donkey, flesh of marmot, grain oil, dark brown sugar, milk, beer from

barley, and even human flesh. Medicines should be sweet, sour, salty, oily, heavy, gentle and

smooth (Men-Tsee-Khang, t995, p.63-9; Kelsang, 197J, p.38-a0). According to Dr. Passang

Dolkar (pers. comm, ll/25197) something called agar medicine (similar to agar 8) helps wind. She

also adds:

it's hard to cure a wind disease; it takes four or five months and continuous medication.
But you need medicine and lots of advice (such as forget everything, don't think so much,
be happy). Some patients have trouble following advice, others don't. It's hard to treat a
patienlwhen they don't think properly [i.e. have a mental illness].

Regardless, since rlung disorders are many and varied, this is only a very general treatment of the

issue. One must remember that specific mental illnesses require different treatments.

One type of mental illness is simply referred to as an "agitated mental state." A patient with

an "agitated mental state" disorder is unable to control his/her behavior and, in severe cases, may

behave violently, breaking objects or hurting people. The symptoms include a reddish complexion
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and redness in the eyes (due to too much heat in the body), headaches, hallucinations (due to the

heart problem), quick movements of mind, the energy of body and mind being too strong,

confusion, and seeing and hearing what is not there (due to wind obstructing the flow of energy

via the heart center).

'Western students and professors would be wise to heed advice concerning "agitated mental

state" disorders for they can arise from excessive mental activity or excessive worry combined with

factors such as an improper diet and stressful behavior. As Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm,

11126/97) (and many of the doctors interviewed) puts it:

working hard, too much thinking and studying can cause mental illness. The mind can't be
controlled and heart problems develop.

Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, Illl5l97) explained that too much reading and writing affects the

mind. You shouldn't do too much at once; this is why one "needs periods in school to rest the

mind after forty-five minutes." If you work too long, you can't control the mind and you are tired,

bored, weak in the heart, and have a high hormone level. Nevertheless, since "there are different

capacities for different people" for work, what constitutes excess thinking may be quite personal.

An "agitated mental state" disease may also develop in a child if he thinks he isn't good enough or

only thinks of how to improve. Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, IIII5/97) counseled that one should

simply accept one's level and limits, rather than mulling over them, worrying, or pushing oneself.

Similarly, Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm, 11126197) tells such patients to stop studying for a few

days and take rest. Meditation can also help if one is thinking too deeply because "it lets the mind

rest." But if the "heart is weak, meditation and study are not good." "Agitated mental state"

disorders can also be treated with cooling, liquid herbal medicine, by relating to the patient in a

strong and forceful manner, by moxibustion followed by one to two months of medicine, and by

invocation of blue rays (Newhouse, 1985, p.54-55).

"Manic-depressive" type illness is characteñzedby "states of great excitement and crazy

behavior [alternating] with periods of deep sadness and depression" (Newhouse, 1985, p.55). It
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can also involve violent behavior, not eating, and constant sleeping in various phases. Treatment

involves trying to balance the extremes, restore balance to mind, and make the patient happy. In

such cases, a doctor should relate to the patient in a gentle manner, keep him or her in a pleasant,

warm place, and give him or her whatever he or she needs. Stringed instrument music also helps

restore the balance to the mind. Moxibustion at the fifth and sixth vertebrae with a broad leaved

dock herb and invocation of orange light are helpful. Medicines made from a root, bark, or

flowers can also be prescribed for "manic-depressive" disorder

A meditation induced disorder in sok-rlung (life-bearing pranic current) occurs due to

improper meditation practice, especially in practices "designed to concentrate the mind" (Epstein

and Rapgay, 1985, p.l7). This disorder may develop "if concentration is tarnished by negative

states of mind or not balanced with sufficient mindfulness" or if the mind is "forced into

submission" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.77). Obsessive thoughts about the process of

meditation also contribute. In a sok-rlung disorder, a manic state of mind results in which the

mind "becomes unable to settle on any object" (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.77). A sensitive

teacher, physician, or lama can detect this early on by watching how an individual's mind jumps

when he or she talks. Redirection of the meditation may suffice.

In less advanced cases, changing the meditation object or careful instruction on the method
of meditation may be sufficient. In more advanced cases, a halt to all efforts at meditation
is indicated (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.78).

Nutritious, high-protein food, relaxation, and the company of friend is also prescribed.

Imbalances in the humors may also be caused by obsessive desire for a person of the

opposite sex. This may stop menstruation in females. Namdol Dorjee (pers. comm, lll27/97), a

Tibetan woman living in Nepal, knew two girls from her school affected by this disorder. "There

was one girl who loved a boy who didn't love her. She threw stones at all other boys." Namdol

Dorjee explained that people in their teenage years or twenties will often go crazy and even commit

suicide (by incinerating themselves) due to such love problems.

One Tibetan girl in Dharamsala at my school loved a boy who had two girls. So she threw
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things, fought with other girls, screamed, and beat anyone who came near her. They_took
her lo a mãd hospital. She's better now. Treatment took two to three years. She didn't
have medicine. She had a cell.

Unfortunately, there is no medicine for treating such an illness. Doctors simply advise patients.

Visualizing white light to give satisfaction, pleasure, and relief also helps. The only true treatment

is to bring the two people together.

Tibetan doctors also diagnose and treat mental disorders caused by sexual problems (such

as premarital sex, extramarital affairs, and sexual misconduct). According to Burang (1983,

p.105), the Tibetan healer has an easier job when it comes to treating such problems than in the

West (where discussing personal sexual behavior is taboo), because "the patient (in his 'lucid'

moments), and the people around him, quite bluntly tell the doctor the whole truth." Sexual mental

disorders are often associated with the Nepalese or Indian caste system, according to Dr. Jampu

Kedu (pers. comm, lll2Sl97). They occur mostly in people of very high castes. When a "child"

reaches the sexual age, high caste parents often dominate the child and refuse to let them marry

unless they find the right, wealthy person; but if "the young person's time is reached and sexual

desires aren't satisfied," illness may follow. Sometimes this type of "illness" results in illegitimate

children. It can also occur even if you are married, if you are not sexually satisfied. Rapes and

aggressive behavior by men are seen to be the consequence of sexual mental disorders.

The way to treat a sexual mental disorder is either to marry your child or make sure his or

her sexual desires are satisfied. "If [parents] are very wealthy and don't want to marry ftheir

childl, they may hire people" to satisfy their child (Dr. Jampu Kedu, pers. comm, lll28/97). Dr.

Geleg Gyatso (pers. comm, 11126197) agreed that mental problems often arose in unmarried

women who weren't having sex. Dr. Gyatso gives these patient medicine to clean menstruation,

as well as special medicine, and advises them to get married. "It's hard to cure this with medicine.

It's best to get married." Dr. Gyatso stated that this disorder often occurs in girls who are kept at

home because of their beauty. "Marriage makes the menstrual blood clean and relieves problems."

Nevertheless, Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, IIll5l9l) cautioned that "too much sex is also not good
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for rlung" either.

Mental illness can be induced by family problems as well. Dr. Jampu Kedu (pers. comm,

lll28l97) explained how family fighting and divorce could be a factor in the development of

mental illnesses.

If a husband and wife are fighting, one must know why their thinking might be different.
But if one hits the other, the other may hit back and it will escalate and may cause a mental
illness.

He counsels calmness for such cases. Namdol Dorjee (pers. comm, lll27l97) said that

"sometimes people burn themselves after drenching themselves with petrol [ifl one's husband is

with another woman." But, additionally, family problems may be caused by the Nepali caste

system because a person from a low caste may feel ashamed and unworthy of their spouse and,

therefore, want a divorce. Dr. Jampu Kedu (pers. comm, 11128/97) gives these patients some

medicine, advises them to get enough sleep and eat good, nutritious food and protein (to give one's

body the strength to recover). But mostly he tries to reason with the client.

The caste system and one's place in it is karma... But the caste system and one's family
doesn't evei give one life. Õne's life is one's own. One's child is one's karma, future,
and the product of one's sperm and menstruation. If you want.a divorce, what will
happen tõ the child?... How will she trust men and be happy in marriage or how will he be
a good father?

Tibetan doctors do not beat around the bush when they give advice. There is no Western

psychotherapy, but this direct confrontation with the patient is common. Dr. Tenzin Chedin also

counsels, but she gives medicine too because "worries with the family can cause back pain,

headache, and depression."

Weakness in the body and poor nutrition may cause mental problems. Dr. Jampu Kedu

thinks there are many illnesses due to bodily weakness in the West because

there is a lot of competition and people work very hard for success. They go on diets and
don't eat protein. They don't sleep well or enough. So they get a mental illness (Dr.
Jampu Kedu, pers. comm,ll/28197>.

V/ind can increase, cause weakness, and make the heart work too hard due to an empty stomach,

white discharge in women, constipation, lack of good protein, and having ice in drinks (which
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freezes cholesterol in the body and leads to obesity and pancreas, spleen, and kidney problems).

To prevent such weakness-caused illnesses, pregnant women working with Dr. Jampu Kedu

(pers. coÍun, tll28l97) get an oily massage, after giving birth, to keep wind from increasing.

Depression can also result from factors which make the body weak, such as mental strain,

low-protein diets, fasting, dieting or malnutrition, and physical exertion (Epstein and Rapgay,

1985, pJ6-77). But sadness can be due to death, love problems, divorce, and accidents.

Some people are sad one day and not the next, but some people remember and have
repeated sadness. The two different connections may be due to karma (Dr. Kunzang, pers.
comm, IllI5l97).

If one is depressed and can't eat, sleep, or work or if one is very angry, Dr. Kunzang (pers.

corrun, lI/I5/97) counsels one not to think too much, to remember impermanence, and to let go of

sadness and desire. For depression, Dr. Kunzang recommends a food treatment of warm,

vitamin-rich food; he gives patients medicine and talks sweetly with them; and he advises patients

to do what they like and reside in a pleasant environment. Very similarly for prolonged sadness,

Lhamo Dolkar (pers. comm, Ill27l97) stressed eating well, going out and having fun, brightening

one's spirits, and letting go of the grief and pain caused by the death of loved ones. Depression

can involve imbalances in four or five major pranic currents, though.

The life-bearing rlung disorder is reflected in the depressive mood state; pervasive rlung
disorder in the substandard mental functioning, insomnia and general wasting; metabolic
rlung disorder could contribute to loss of appetite; and descending rlung disorder to
constipation (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.78).

Such serious depression is complicated to treat and requires the integration of numerous healing

techniques.

Fear, anxiety, phobias, and psychoses can result due to the shock of being in or seeing

accidents. Shocks can cause heart problems, nerve disorders, paralysis, fainting, or falling

unconscious. Patients may also shout and be afraid of being beaten. Moxibustion and

acupuncture with medicine are good for healing paralysis and phobias (Dr. Jampu Kedu, pers.

comm, Ill28l91).
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Psychosis (also called insanity or madness) is pervasive in Nepal, but it is seen as the

severe form of many other illnesses. In severe cases, insanity can result from other mental

illnesses. Sexual mental illness, worrying over family problems, thinking or concentrating too

hard, heating and cooling the body quickly, and crying too much can all cause insanity.

Depression, mental discomfort, mental exertion, a weak heart, poor diet, and behavioral
patterns such as excessive drug or alcohol intoxication are listed as predisposing causes. In
addition... the interference of harmful spirits is said to act as a "condition" for its
development (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.80).

Seven types of madness are distinguished. Madness can be due to rlung disturbances, to mKhris-

pø disturbances, to Bad-kan disturbances, to disturbances in all three nyes-pa, to depression, to

toxic causes, or to harmful spirits (Epstein and Rapgay, 1985, p.81). Madness caused by spirits

can often be diagnosed by the pulse, yet it is still recognized that the manifestations are highly

varied because of each spirit's character. Spirit diseases can also happen to people who do too

many religious practices in which cases the afflicted become very strong and can't be restrained

(Dr. Jampu Kedu, pers. comm, LI/28/97).

Affliction by evil spirits is approached differently in somatic medicine than in dharmic and

tantric medicine. Rather than relying solely on Dharma or performing exorcisms, a Tibetan doctor

will integrate medical and religious techniques to rid the patient of harmful spirits. A doctor may

bind "the middle finger with a black thread lso that] the spirit will speak and say who he is (Dr.

Jampu Kedu, pers. comm, Lll28l97). Somatic treatment may then combine prayer, advice,

medicine, mantra recitation, and visualization. The doctor may do a puja himself, but it must be

done right. Puja can be a powerful technique to cure madness induced by spirits (Dr. Jampu

Kedu, pers. comm, Ill28/97). Yet "when treating splits in consciousness, the Tibetan healer not

only attaches importance to removing the influences which have penetrated the patient, he also

stresses the general strengthening of his powers of resistance. This involves the selection of a

suitable diet and the administration of medicines" (Burang, 1983, p.%-$. Invocation of

Vajrapani's rainbow colored fire of wisdom by the doctor can also incinerate evil spirits
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(Newhouse, 1985, p.56). Nevertheless, in many cases, patients afflicted by spirits will also be

referred to a lama.

Just like the other two medical approaches, somatic medicine is a broad field with a

complex theoretical foundation and many varied diagnostic techniques and treatments. Somatic

medicine seeks to maintain a balance of the three nyes-pa (humors). Most mental disorders are due

to disturbances in rlung. The most common mental disorders are those due to excessive thought

and worry, manic-depressive states, wrong meditation, sexual desire or sexual problems, family

problems, weakness in the body, depression, madness, shock, and evil spirits. A combination of

natural methods (such as advice and diet modification), gentle methods (herbal medicines), and

strong methods (moxibustion, acupuncture, and exorcism) is used to treat mental as well as

physical disorders.

Summøry of tí6etøn 1V{elicin¿

Tibetan Medical Psychiatry, therefore, incorporates the three types of treatment: dharmic,

tantric, and somatic. The three different approaches to psychological care in the Tibetan tradition--

the magico-religious, the organic, and the psychological-- and the treatments that evolved from

these approaches may not be seen as "reliable" in the V/est (especially tantric healing practices).

Nevertheless, the integration of these three approaches is based on the Tibetan view of the world as

a holistic system consisting of all these aspects. The magico-religious approach focuses on

possession by evil spirits. Treatment relies on both tantric practices and on the practice and

application of. Dharma. The organic approach is based on the humoral, rational theory of Tibetan

medicine in which all disorders are due to an imbalance in the three humors. Dhnrma is at the heart

of this approach, as well, since the humors arise out of confusion, ignorance, craving, and hatred

in the first place. The psychological approach, on the absolute level, is essentially the same as the

organic approach in that the three psychological forces give rise to the three humors. On a relative

level, however, it maintains that psychological disturbances, such as stress and pressure, cause
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mental disorders. Of course, in this approach, Dharma is also the theoretical base of the nature of

mind, and, ultimately, the preventative medicine for mental illness as well (Clifford, 1984, p.130-

13 1).

'tfrc tnftucrrce of '|,/utern îv{elícine ønl ttøng in fopøt

Despite these various approaches to psychology and treatment of mental disorders in the

Tibetan medical tradition, mental illness has largely been unrecognized or ignored in Nepal until

recently. As Dr. Tenzin Chodon (pers. corrun, IL/I0197) explains:

only recently has illness been recognized as mental illness. Formerly it was viewed as
character or personality. And until recently, no institutions or facilities existed for the
mentally ill.

Nord (1995) states that mental illness is misunderstood and not seen as a problem in Nepal.

A majority of people in Nepal have never heard the term 'mental illness.' When asked if
there are mentally ill persons in their area, many health workers reply with an immediate
'no' or evidence confusion at the question.... In Lalitpur, one [health-post-in-charge]
insists that there are no mentally ill in his area. At nearby Chepagaon, there are twenty-
seven cases of depression alone" (Nord, L995, p.1, 5).

Namdol Dorjee, a Tibetan woman in her twenties, also had a very difficult time comprehending the

interview questions. Although she spoke good English, she did not seem to have a conception of

what the term mental illness meant, and it had to be explained to her by giving examples. Although

Tibetan medicine recognizes, diagnoses, and treats mental disorders, the distinction between

mental and physical illness was never made in the Tibetan tradition until recently (when Westerners

began to ask specifically about mental illness). As a result, many people believe that care for the

mentally ill does not and has never existed.

Many westerners in Nepal undoubtedly believe that psychological care does not exist in

Nepal. Mr. Luke S., director of Friends of Shanta Bhawan, a Western clinic for the poor,

explained that:
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there are mental patients here. You can see them in the streets, flailing their arms and
yelling or asking people to hit them; but nothing can be done for them. There is no such
thing as Tibetan medicine. No one goes there anymore. And there are no treatments for
mental illness. We don't do anything either (pers. cornm, 11126197).

The V/estern chauvinism and ignorance of Tibetan medicine is blatant. He continues:

Tibetan medical treatments are all mental anyway. They work temporarily ,f you believe in
them, but not long-term.

Despite the cultural insensitivity present in many "believers" in Western medicine, Western

psychiatry is playing alarger and larger role in the treatment of the mentally ill in Nepal. As Nepal

modernizes, Western medicine is infiltrating and taking over to a certain extent. Traditional healers

are still present, but more and more people are going to Western-style clinics and hospitals for

care. As Rapgay (1988, p.59) explains, at this stage, Tibetan medicine will never replace the

universally accepted Western medicine.

Tibetan medicine is also endangered because of the exile of the Tibetan people. Nepalis

and Indians have their own systems of healing. Although the Tibetan medical tradition is rich and

involves many years of training, it will not be able to replace other indigenous medical systems.

Tibetans are being assimilated into and influenced by Nepali and Indian culture more than natives

are being affected by Tibetan customs.

Nevertheless, some of the most important contributions Western medicine has to offer are

the development of knowledge of psychological illnesses and the development of more facilities for

handling such problems. Although there are still few options and the options may not be feasible

or acceptable, the odds of knowing about treatment options and seeking help are increasing

(whether a person ultimately chooses to go to a Western doctor or a traditional healer). The

influence of Western psychiatry is felt most strongly in the increasing awareness of mental illness.

Mental health problems are not new to Nepal- they have been here since time immemorial,
as in other countries. However, in recent years, the rapid rate of social change has brought
them into clearer focus... studies show l-2%o of the population suffering from severe
mental disorder. The vast majority of these people never reach medical services, and
quietly suffer at home or even become wandering vagrants. Sadly, some even end up in
jail (Nord, 1995, p.1).
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But as Nima (pers. comm, L2lIl97) said, most people either don't get treatment or they go to a

mental hospital (Western medicines). "If people ane a little abnormal, they go to a hospital right

away."

In addition to a growing general awareness, programs such as the Mental Health Project are

seeking, in particular, to educate health care workers about mental illness because it is recognized

that "the general path in Nepali mental health care is first to see a local healer, then next to a

community health post, and finally to a hospital" (Perlia, L992, p.5). Most people in Nepal

depend on traditional medicine to treat illness. Since many traditional healers treat psychiatric

patients, advocates of Vy'estern medicine are attempting to bridge the existing gap between the

systems. While healers are often looked down on by the "health community" as ignorant and

untrained, they do serve an important function and the Mental Health Project has done studies to

show that healers can do an excellent healing job in certain cases. Sometimes a Vy'estern doctor

cannot bridge the cultural gap. For disorders that are either psychological or expressed in cultural

terms, rather than biological ones, such as hysteria or possession by evil spirits, healers may be

better than doctors (Nord, 1995, p.36-7).

Nonetheless, in other cases, it seems to be much more effective to use psychotropic

medicine or "modern" psychiatric methods of treatment. In serious or suicidal cases, for example,

'Western hospitals are the best option, according to Dr. Nepal (pers. comm, Ill30l97). Dr.

Kunzang (pers. comm, lIlI5/97) said that when rlung gets too high, people may try to jump off

cliffs into oceans. It's best to keep them at homeo but "if the patient doesn't have help and doesn't

want to go to the hospital, then there is no option but to give him electric shock."

To promote the development of 'Western care in Nepal, the Mental Health Project conducts

trainings to educate the community about mental illness and to teach healers, policemen, and

teachers to recognize the illnesses which should be referred to doctors, health posts, or hospitals.

The health posts set up by the Mental Health Project carry stocks of chlorpromazine for psychosis,

amitryptiline for depression, phenobarbitol for epilepsy, and fluphenazine for schizophrenia
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(Nord, 1995, p.l 1). But there are shortages and problems with the set up of the health posts.

There are not nearly enough medicines and decisions have to be made about who receives them.

Additionally, there are no choices of drugs available. If a given drug is not working for a patient,

nothing can be done. There is lack of trained staff and doctors to prescribe medicines. Often drug

treatment is used to the exclusion of counseling because health posts are overwhelmed and busy

(Nord, 1995, p.28-31). The Western care that does exist in Nepal is improving, but it is clearly

inadequate at this point.

Regardless, the availability of facilities is improving with time. More and more hospitals

and centers are being built for the mentally ill in Nepal. There are now seventy-five beds for

psychiatric patients in Nepal, most of them in Kathmandu at the Teaching Hospital and at Patan

Mental Hospital. In some cases, it may even be cheaper now (financially and in time and distance)

to go to a hospital or a health post for care, rather than a traditional healer. "At ll-alitpur], with the

insurance system, it may actually be cheaper to consult the health post rather than a healer" because

a healer may charge a high price in rupees, animals, and goods and then also refer a person to the

health post for treatment (Nord, 1995, p.l2).

In other cases, however, a patient may have to "walk I-2 days and take a bus to see a

psychiatrist, and not have the money to do so" (Chandrakala Sharma, pers. comm,lll27l97). It

can't be expected that a psychotic or severely depressed person will be lucid or energetic enough to

walk I-2 days to a clinic for treatment. The majority of the seryices available "are concentrated in

only a few urban areas, and a majority of mentally ill people do not receive any mental health care"

(Nord, 1995, p.4). The psychiatric facilities in Nepal are clearly not yet adequate to the need.

There is still work to be done....

Socíø[ Aspects irntofvel ín fu{entø[ Cøre in fopø[

There are also great social and cultural concerns that influence services for the mentally ill
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in Nepal and in the Tibetan community. According to Dr. Tenzin Chedin (pers. comm, Ll/25197),

many patients try Western medicine. It does not work because regular doctors do not often have

adequate training to deal with mental illness. They also have many other patients to deal with and

are very busy. They do not have time to spend with patients with psychological concerns (Dr.

Nepal, pers. comm, ll/30191). Patients may, therefore, go to Tibetan doctors.

Tibetan medicine is 80-907o successful and if it doesn't work, it's their karma and can't be
helped. But for emergencies, accidents, bleeding, and immediate help, Western medicine
is better. Then afterwards one should go to a Tibetan doctor for long-term healing (Dr.
Tenzin Chedin, II/25197).

But people may also go to Tibetan tantric healers or other traditional healers because there is a

general feeling that you don't go to a doctor for psychological problems.

If a patient goes to a doctor with anxiety, he will be told simply not to worry. What is there
to be worried about?.... There is a tendency to belittle psychological
present physical symptoms, patients get respect and treatment. If they
symptoms, they are uiticized and questioned (Dr. Nepal, pers. comm,

symptoms. If they

Since healers do speak the language of the culture, they are trusted and respected.

Furthermore, many people justifiably distrust Western medicine when it comes to

psychological illness. ooln Western psychiatry, the source of mental illness is frequently not

understood. The healer, on the other hand, divines an explanation for the illness" (Nord, 1995,

p.39). Simply having an explanation and treatment may be enough to heal a person in some cases.

Nepalis have also come to see W'estern medicine as a quick fix, a source of pills and injections.

For psychological disorders, they have developed an aversion for Western treatment because it

often cannot cure quickly or with medicine and many medications also have considerable side

effects. This may be enough to convince them to go to local healers instead (Kohrt, 1996, p.36-

7). Moreover, even traditional treatments that fail can be explained culturally. "When a patient

returns to his healer or, more typically, goes to a second healer because his illness has metastasized

since the previous ceremony, the explanation given to the patient is that the first ceremony was

performed in honor of the wrong deity or demon" or that the illness is a result of past karma

(Kohrt, 1996, p.32).

have
I ).
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In other cases, Western psychiatric treatment does not serve this culture well because there

is an inherent cultural bias in Nepal against people taking medicine continuously. If they do they

"are looked at by the community in many cases as defective" (Nord, t995, p.34). Dr. Nepal

(pers. comm, lIl30l97) explained how traditional healing could be beneficial simply because the

patient did not have to live with the disease forever.

Modern,'Western medicine tends to control people with medicines forever. People have to
live with the disease and being sick forever. Even if they are well, the doctor sees them as

sick and fears relapse. You cannot stop insulin if you are diabetic... [In shamanism] a
goddess is angry. Appease her. Then you enjoy wellness for 2-3 years. Even if you
relapse, you had a couple years of relaxation and health where you didn't think of yourself
as ill.

fn a sense, patients are justified in distrusting a system that does not connect with their culture.

Tibetan and Nepali patients may also not know how to use a Western system. Dr. Tenzin

Chodon (pers. corrun, Il/10/97) said that she does not talk to her patients much

because Tibetans are sensitive and emotional. They don't want to talk about mental illness.
They also don't operate by reason or logic. Westerners want reason. Tibetans don't.

Tibetans may expect the doctor to diagnose and offer treatment or advice, but find instead that

Western doctors want to have a conversation with them about their problems (both in order to

diagnose and as treatment). Western "talk-therapy" may particularly intimidate them.

Additionally, psychological illnesses don't often manifest psychologically in Nepal. The

mentally ill only end up seeking care for physical or psychosomatic problems related to their mental

distress.

The Nepalese are a practical people. They come to the health posts complaining of physical
symptoms and rarely discuss emotions. They often live with an illness until they can no
longer function and only then go to a healer or a health post (Nord,1995, p.31).

As Dr. Nepal (pers. comm, lll30/97) explained, most Nepalis will express their mental disorders

in a physical, psychosomatic form. Worry will present as a headache for example.

People have a poor psychological vocabulary. They can't express fpelings, troubles. They
are often illiterate. SO they use body language. Or they go to a priest or healer to talk
about what's going on (Dr. Nepal, pers. comm,lll30l97).
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There is less recognition of "withdrawal" disorders. Mental disorders common in the West "which

exhibit withdrawal behavior such as autism and [catatonic] schizophrenia usually end up in death"

in Nepal because these patients do not make enough of a scene to get treatment (Kohrt, 1996,

p.26). As a result, such illnesses are either ignored and left untreated. There are no resources for

them and this leads to suicide. The mentally ill may, therefore, "choose" (subconsciously) to

develop a more "visible" or culturally-appropriate disorder-- a disorder which can be expressed in

the language of their culture.

Whenever a person develops a psychotic delusion, it will be manufactured from, and
expressed in terms of, the prevailing culture.... Amongst...rural communities within
Nepal, attention getting disorders are more common...than withdrawing disorders....
In cultures where there is a superstitious dread of insanity we may expect to find hysterical
madness.... Catatonic schizophrenia, acute psychotic reaction and conversion disorder
(hysteria) occur readily.... Hysterical behavior is motivated- albeit unconsciously- and its
function is to provide a solution to a problem (Kohrt, 1996, p.25-6,29).

Many people in Nepal also hide that they are mentally ill. There is a strong negative stigma

against mentally disordered people. "Among middle class Nepalis in Kathmandu, mental disease

is difficult to identify. People hide it or don't know about it." And this feeds into the lacking

services in Nepal. "Since there appears to be less disease, there is less service" (Dr. Nepal: pers.

comm, ll/30197). There is a stigma against psychiatrists in Nepal, as well, although "simply

because of the numbers (800,000 healers in Nepal versus 2,000 doctors- and 4 to 5,000

paramedics and health aids- for 22 million people), more people go to healers" (Dr. Nepal, pers.

comm, II/30/97). Namdol Dorjee (pers. comm, IIl27l97) stressed, for example, that she would

never go to a doctor. She would tell family and friends and go to a lama if necessary. In

Namdol's school, people used the expression: "she's a mental crack" to mean "she's jumpy,

impulsive, takes things, can't do work" (Namdol Dorjee, pers. comm, Ill27 /97). This expression

illustrates the negative, teasing stigma around mental problems. Nima (pers. comm, I2/I/97) also

stressed that one would not go to a psychologist for help.

People don't go to psychologists for little problems because the neighbors will gossip. In
this country, people can't go to psychologists freely because people back bite. If you are
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mad, you go straight to a hospital.

People really attempt to hide mental illnesses. Namdol, in fact, knows a girl who must remain at

home so that the neighbors won't know she is mentally ill. She "shouts at the TV. She can't leave

the house... When she talks about herself, she cries." But her family keeps her at home to prevent

gossip.

Less severely mentally ill persons and their families would prefer to be admitted into the
Teaching Hospital [than go to a psychologist] since it is not as likely others would know on
which warA tney were staying [i.e. that they were on the psych ward] (Perlia, 1992, p.4).

The negative stigma and the cultural beliefs and lifestyle, thus, greatly influence mental care in

Nepal.

Part of the reason the stigma against mental illness is so strong is because of the cultural

beliefs that mental disorders are due to bad karma, witchcraft, or the act of demons. People want

to avoid others with bad karma for fear of harm coming onto themselves. Ghosts are definitely

feared. "Most Nepalese believe that good spirit or atma comes from the gods, and that problems or

sorrow come to them through devils" (Nord, 1995, p.32). As we have seen, protection is used

against demons and people stay away from those who are possessed.

Chandrakala Sharma (pers. comm, lIl27/97) believes that Nepalese society feeds into and

exacerbates mental diseases. In some instances, the societal stigma may become the cause of a

disorder (or of relapse).

There is a huge cultural stigma as well. Many people carry their illness with them, forever.
Nevertheless, there is less homelessness, unemployment, lack of marriage here due to
mental disorders. You may have less of â chance at a good marriage if people know you
have an illness, but marriage happens here anyway. It fulfills a social need and obligation,
rather than a desire (Dr. Nepal, pers. comm,IIl30/97)

In many cases, "marriage is [also viewed] used as a cure for mental illness" (Nord, 1995, p.22).

The social effects may not be as negative as in the West in some cases because "then their partner

looks after them and so the social repercussion don't fuel more mental illness as much" (Dr. Nepal,

pers. comm,IIl30l97).
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But, nevertheless, family support is often a problem for women with mental illnesses.

"Women who are not able to do housework are sometimes beaten, which can add depression to

their original condition" (Nord, 1995, p.36). Women may also be mistreated by their husbands or

divorced ifthey are diagnosed as having an incurable psychosis. In some cases, healers have been

known to mistreat women (by attempting to beat evil spirits out). "Efforts to 'fix' the girl [may]

make [hysteria] worse,oo for example (Nord, 1995, p.35). Additionally, hysterical disorders often

develop due to arranged marriages. When the girl enters the husband's home, the stress of

mamiage, leaving one's family, entering a new family, having sex for the first time, and difficult

domestic work can be a trigger for the development of mental illness (Nord, 1995, p.35). Namdol

Dorjee (pers. comm, lll27l97) explained that women also may commit suicide because of family

problems or if their husband is with another woman. "Love problems" seem to be a significant

factor in the development of mental illness in Nepal.

Women and men are equally affected by mental illness, according to the doctors

interviewed. Nevertheless, as a result of economic and social factors, more males are being

treated. The causes of mental illness are different for males and females as well. Men often feel

the pressures of economic achievement and women feel the pressure of marriage, life with in-laws,

family and children. To many it seems like women end up taking it harder and suffering more

because boys'ocan say directly what they think and want, while girls can'to' (Namdol Dorjee, pers.

comm, lIl27/97). Chandrakala Sharma (pers. comrn, IIl27/97) did a small study of fifty people

and found that more women were depressed (which is an illness that is not often treated in Nepal).

The factors seemed to be economic stress, but she also theorized that the social factors in Nepal

contribute: "conservative norrns, values and stigmas; a culture which binds women, gives them no

freedom and prevents the expression of feelings."

But, in certain cases, mental disorders are a positive source out of which great healing

powers emerge. Many shamans and traditional healers "found" their powers through mental

illness. In fact, Lhamo Dolkar was "diagnosed" as schizophrenic and suffered from psychosis for
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many years. Out of this process, her great healing powers emerged.

Allitíonn[ Cas e Stulíes

Case studies and stories can illustrate and bring together the many interweaving social

aspects and methods of treatment in a more cohesive fashion in certain cases:

V/ith Dr. Kunzang (pers. comm, LIlt5l97)- "Today I saw a fifty year old woman with a_recurring
rlung disease. Lait 

-year, 
aRinpoche gave her a blessing ttrroge! the head, but now^this^Rinpoche

has fassed away [soshe cannof get a booster treatment]. She is delusional and fearful. She thinks
the police will âttack her and thãt trees are flying down on h-er. My treatment for her is pills and
sunlìght. Her son will help her and accept the disease himself."

With Chokyi Nyima- A woman came to see Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche after hours and insisted on
seeing trim. Strð knew he was there. When she saw him, she recognized him, although he was in
disguise and asked him for a blessing using the vajra so'she would have more power to help
people:

"Immediately, she grabbed my hand in a powerful grip. 'You are the incarnation lama,'
she said, and wouldnot lei me go. She was very strong. 'We need help from you. Till now I
was helping these people but this time my power is not enough. You have the power,' she
pleaded. 'dive me â bléssing.' So I put the vajra on her head. Her reaction was mrlch greater than
lhe Nepalese man whom you saw- s[range words, dancing, ge,stures. Afterwards she prostrated to
me very beautifully, precisely, three times" (Levine, 1993, p.65)-Chokyi 

Nyinia asked her who she was and she answered that she was a local deity in the
time of the Buddha. Now she only wants to help others. "Then I understood that inside that lady
there was another mind that came from Swyambud, and which even now stays in Swyambud and
helps people, like a spirit. She was very powerful. Later I found out that she is quite famous"
(Levine, 1993, p.65).

V/ith Nima (pers. comm, l2lll97)- "4 friend's brother was studying in Japan. Because he was
studying toolnuch, he went crazy. He was in his twenties. He came back to Nepal to live with
his family. one day there was a bad smell from their house' Erreryone ru-$ed over because, in
Nepal, if your neighbors need something, you must help them. So the neighbors rushed over, my
friend, and her Dãd. Uer brother had wrapped himself in a blanket, doused himself with petrol
and was burning himself. He was black. His hair was bald. He was pulling his skin off. He
didn't cry or yell. Ue just stood there with a smile on his fqc9, pulling_his skin 3way fromhis
bones. I-think he was very angry- but he was smiling. I couldn't sleep for two nights after_that
and had to sleep with my parents. He died after two or three weeks. He was a sherpa. .So a
sherpa-lama-moik came to do a puja when he died. He couldn't py! hi!. hands in prayer position-
the dying position- because he was rotten and stiff. They cremated him."
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"There was a woman who was mad around here before. She would walk naked in the
streets and sing and dance strangely. She came toward me once, but in Nepal we don't see many
naked people, so we felt shy and didn't look. Naughty boys were clapping. One day she was
walking naked and had her period. Blood was running down her legs. Nobody cared.
Sometimes I hate Nepalese society. People don't care or help. I haven't seen her recently. Maybe
she died. Maybe NGO- Nepal GovernmentOrganization picked her up."

"My auntie's cousin's brother is mad. He just wants to sing. He is very nice and very
handsome- only he talks, talks, talks. He talks a lot. And if he is angry, he sings. People say he
is mad, but I don't know. V/hen I feel nervous, I just laugh. That's how he must be. He was
taken to a mental hospital. The doctors said he was mad, but I don't think he was. He was normal
in one on one interactions with me. Only in crowds or at parties, he would start to sing and play
chairs like drums. He seemed mad. But he could talk normally. Maybe he just gets nervous and
doesn't know what to do in crowds. I am like that. That's normal."

"One of my father's friends had a wedding party for his daughter. He was very rich and
nobody knew his daughter was mad. They had hidden it. It was an arranged marriage. So she
was being married to man. V/hen I went to the party, she was laughing and acting out, instead of
bowing her head and having the shawl over her head like a bride should. It was very strange.
Then, before you get in the vehicle, you are supposed to go around it three times. The bride
should take small steps and have her head down. Instead, she was pulling her husband around
walking from side to side, looking, gawking, laughing, smiling. They then left, but the husband
sent her back the next day. She had thrown everything- the dowry- everything, because she was
mad... She was sent back to her parents' home. The husband didn't want her. They are separate.
They didn't do a court marriage, so no divorce was needed. He married someone else."

With Dr. Geleg Gyatso (pers. coÍrm, Ill24/97)- A few weeks ago, "I saw a German lady, twenty-
eight years old, who did a lot of meditation and had a weak heart. She'd had precious heart
problems. She went uazy and couldn't control her mind. It came from her heart. She went up on
the stupa. To treat her, I talked slowly to her, gave her medicine to reduce tension and circulation,
spoke to her sweetly, gave advice, soothed her, and took her to a quiet place where she can calm
her mind. It's slow change."

V/ith Dr. Jampu Kedu (pers. comm, lIl28l9l)- He sees a patient for a physical check-up, a
Canadian man of 31 years, but also asks him: "Do you want to reach space?.... Don't try to reach
space, OK?" "What do you mean?" "You're not satisfied. You are working hard for what you
want. You have lots of ambition and want quick results. Sometimes you have sleeping problems
and a short temper as a result. It is important that you relax. Don't be too ambitious. Sometimes
ambition can't be fulfilled. All can't be done at once. It depends on your karma. Don't think too
much, OK?...It is important just to relax. You are the guest of this earth. Do you know that?"
"LIh, yes." "How old are you?" "31." "How long do you think you will live still?" "I'd like to live
another 60 years- I'm ambitious!" "Why are you working so hard? You still have another 60
years. We are guests here. We have come with empty hands; we must leave with empty hands.
Whatever we have is OK. So relax. You must think like this; otherwise you will never be
satisfied and will always need more. Calm your mind. Don't get angry at problems. Keep it
simple. You have your own personal control system- just remember to relax."
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Confidential- "I have depression because of problems at home. I have solved the problems though
because I knew how, so I am no longer depressed. Well, sometimes I still am now. But I think,
laugh, and joke. V/hy should I be depressed? I cry sometimes in the twilight when I am alone.
Otherwise I don't. You don't cry in public. But squatting in a corner at night, sometimes it all
comes out. Then I wash to feel and be fresh and I feel better. I keep it all inside though. I can't
tell anybody. You can't tell people these things in Nepal... I haven't told my brother or anyone.
But he knows it because of the naughty things I've done two times. When I was 17, I took two
sheets of headache pills- twenty-four pills. But it didn't do anything to me. And once when I was
cooking and peeling potatoes, I was so sad that I wanted to cut my wrist. But I missed and only
nicked myself a little. I put a bandage on it, but it bled a lot so I had to tell my parents and get
help. Bui they undershnã me." She ltarts sobbing and continues to cry for fifteén minutes. "Iim
sad because I think about my parents. I miss them.... I was born the year both my grandfathers
died and an aunt's child died. Everyone in the family (except my parents) think I'm evil and bad
luck. They've told me so since birth. I'm kept at home and discouraged. They hate me.... I have
big dreams, but I can't stop working and get training. \ü/here will we get the money?... I love a
Hungarian man. He doesn't love me or know I love him. I may tell him, but here women just
wait for the men. I'm twenty-four and I don't think I'll marry. My family doesn't understand.
Someone offered once, but my Dad asked me and I explained that I loved another. My parents
understand me... and I probably wonot marry.... I see ghosts sometimes- a white lady who looks
in at my window, a man in the street who suddenly disappears, and others. Is it normal?"

Ifu future of lPsycftotogícø[ Care in tfr¿ lIîíetøn Community (ønl ît{epøQ

anl tfr¿ îþel for F¿st ønl'I,lest to Át{erge

Western medicine is significantly influencing psychological care in Nepal by increasing

awareness and encouraging the development of more facilities, especially for serious and

emergency cases. Modern Tibetans in Kathmandu know of Vy'estern psychiatric institutions, like

Patan Mental Hospital and the Teaching Institute, and would go there for treatment if the case was

serious enough. There is, however, a strong negative stigma against these Western treatment

options and, although a long Tibetan psychiatric medical tradition exists, it seems that most

Tibetans would rather hide or ignore a mental problem than seek help. They might go to a lama or

rinpoche, or perhaps to a traditional healer, if it seemed necessary, but otherwise, they would

prefer to deny the situation.

Western medicine is also infiltrating in more subtle ways. Dr. Tenzin Chedin said that

she'd used a microscope and learned about cells in Tibetan medical school. Mr. Luke S. and the
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Mental Health Project have set up clinics for the poor. V/estem scholars and students like Clifford

and myself have begun exploring Tibetan medicine. Our Western perspective influences our

questions, interests and the information we receive and understand; our perspective also influences

Tibetans. Generally, the process of modernization is favoring Western medicine over the older

traditions.

Nevertheless, Tibetan and Western medicine have the same goal: healing. But when one

looks at Tibetan medicine,'Western medicine is largely biological and organic. It defines the

psyche or mind as an entity housed within the brain. The Tibetan approach is more holistic; it

takes into account religion, psychology, biology, and lifestyle. There is no separate categorization

of mind, body, and soul. "Departmentalization is foreign to them even in so basic a form as the

separation of the spiritual and the material" (Watts, 1961, p.19). Treatment of illness includes

dharmic, tantric, and somatic medicine-- three drastically different approaches that work together.

While both East and'West seek to bring about changes to consciousness, feeling, and ones relation

to society and the world, psychotherapy specifically seeks to change the consciousness of

disturbed individuals. Buddhism seeks to change the consciousness of normal, adjusted people

because normal consciousness is simply seen as the breeding ground for mental illness (Watts,

196L, p.16). Eastern medicine is more preventative and, ultimately, focused toward an absolute

cure (i.e. enlightenment), while V/estern medicine seeks to fix what's broken in the moment.

Nevertheless, there is room for the Tibetan psychiatric traditions to incorporate'Western

medicine into its somatic medical theory (in particular). The West has developed good therapeutic

techniques and good medical treatments for the mentally ill. The West is bringing more needed

awareness of the issue to Nepal, as well as useful medications and services. Hopefully, education

and openness will lessen the stigma about mental illness and improve care.

It also seems that'Western medicine could broaden its scope and expand significantly.

Incorporating certain ideas from the Tibetan medical system would most likely influence Western

medicine in beneficial ways. In some ways, this process has already begun. A mind-body
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connection is being explored. The importance of attitude, thoughts, and feeling to healing is being

recognized. "Some of the most basic assumptions of Western therapy, particularly the fixation of

analysis on past events at the expense of attention to the present" are being challenged (Fields,

1992, p.31a). Awareness, living in the moment, acceptance, and the present are therapeutic

techniques that are becoming more popular. In addition, there is now more of a recognition that "a

certain amount of suffering and dissatisfaction [is] a natural, inevitable part of life" (Fields, 1992,

p3L$. Doctors, therapists, and patients no longer seem to want to avoid all pain; they are more

ready to see and accept some of it. There is also a move toward developing better psychiatric

medicines that are less strong and less invasive.

Furthermore, there is a revival of alternative methods of treatment in the'West. "This is a

positive development since healers can be more effective and rapid than psychiatry" (Dr. Nepal,

pers. conrm, ltl30t97). There is a union of therapy and meditation occurring. Meditation is being

used by some therapists to discover a larger awareness, develop acceptance and a friendly,

compassionate attitude, and, as a tool to open their hearts and minds to their clients.

Letting ourselves be touched in the heart gives rise to expansive feelings of appreciation f91
othersl Here is where heart connects with big mind. For we can only appreciate others if
we can first of all see them clearly as they are, in all their humanness, apaft from out ideas
and preconceptions about them. In seeing and letting ourselves-be touched Þy ttt"
humânness in-others, we come to realize that we are not so different from them (at heat).
This gives rise to real compassion, considered by many Eastem traditions to be the noblest
of human feelings. Awakening the heart, then, involves a double movement: both letting
others into us, w-hich allows usto appreciate their humanness, and going out to meet them
more fully ('Welwood, 1983, p.viii-ix).

The importance of personality and outlook of the doctor are, thus, being explored. Doctors are

being encouraged to relate to their clients, not just treat them.

Meditative therapy techniques are also being promoted in which "people are urged to

express negative emotions and painful past experiences in order to encounter them directly and thus

overcome them" (Powers, 1995,p.366). These techniques view the mind as a storehouse for past

memories and emotions. Therapy can help get them out so that one can move beyond them. V/hen

control can be gained over mental states, positive transformation can occur. Ultimately, when the
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storehouse is empty, "one achieves a state of psychic health" in which "the mind is seen as being

empty" (Powers, 1995, p.366). By realizing emptiness- that all "mental states arise from

emptiness and again pass into emptiness, one penetrates the true nature of mind...- the mind

becomes liberated from the limitations of ordinary thought and perception" and one sees the mind

as pure and clear (Powers, 1995, p.367). In this technique, one moves from a Western

perspective which includes therapy to "cleanse one's past" into an Eastern approach which uses

meditation to realize emptiness and generate true mental health.

In the long run, however, I believe that to be truly beneficial, Eastern and Western

approaches to mental health must merge. Each tradition has its own understanding and system of

healing, but each tradition also has inadequacies and is incomplete. Both could leatn, grow, and

benefit from each other. For example, Dr. Nepal (pers. comm, ltl30l97) believes there would be

a benefit in the West having healers. 'Modern medicine is not complete as we know it." Generally

speaking, 'Western medicine could broaden and become more holistic, bridging disciplines.

Tibetan medicine could incorporate and extend Western, rational, scientific medical theory.

One of the greatest aspects of 'lVestern psychiatric practices is its focus on the individual.

Conversely, the East tends to emphasize the whole and the oneness of all things. "An East/West

approach to therapy would include both kinds of awareness" (Welwood, 1983, p.xii). It would

focus on personal needs and feelings, as well as on big mind and the surrounding world which is

wider and deeper than our personal problems. Such a union of the two tradition has great promise.

The process of East meeting 'West 
has only just begun.
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Limitations

I encountered several limiting factors in this project. In studying mental illness, I actually

ended up studying all Tibetan methods of healing (physical and mental), and some Western ones,

due to the overlap. As a result, I learned a great deal, but I also only began to scratch the surface.

This project involved a great deal of material. In a way, what I did was similar to studying with

American doctors for three weeks. The time was limited, one can't complete medical school in

three weeks, and I have no formal training in the area.

In addition, there was a cultural barrier and a language barrier. I wondered how much

simplification was occurring due to language problems, to not being a medical professional, and to

not being an initiated Tibetan Buddhist. I also wondered whether the conceptual framework of my

interviewees was so different that we couldn't ever quite talk about the same thing. How do they

define mental illness? Is this a Western concept they understand,, but that we've imposed on them?

V/hat do they say? What do I hear? I was definitely coming from a Western framework and had

Vy'estern questions and, at times, skepticism. How did that influence my information? Did the fact

that I only spoke with well educated (rich? upper class?) Nepalis and Tibetans who spoke English

influence my information. What weren't they able to say? How Western are they themselves?

I also had limits to what I could and did do. More research needs to be done about who

frequents Tibetan doctors (and other doctors) and on how successful various methods of treatment

are. Due to time, and the difficulty (sensitivity of the issue and lack of patient records), I did not

talk to many disturbed individuals, and talked to no formerly treated patients. I did not observe

much treatment of mental illness (a little with Lhamo Dolkar and with doctors- but most of what I
saw was physical illness).

Overall, however, I gathered a lot of information and wrote a rather comprehensive paper

for a month of research. I do apologize for inaccuracies or bias. I also realize that this paper could

be a dissertation. There is certainly enough information and detail to learn. I end my project with

more questions and more fascinated than I began.
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